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Welcome to our brand-new Gambia
brochure, highlighting the beauty, diversity
and allure of West Africa, not forgetting
the unbeatable climate. Inside we
present some great new holiday options,
alongside holiday extension and excursion
opportunities including an unforgettable
safari experience in neighbouring Senegal – plus plenty more.
We always strive to bring you the best that The Gambia has to
offer. African Princess Beach Hotel is a new 4.5 resort located
on a beautiful stretch of beach in South Kotu, while we’re also
excited about our Rivers of West Africa Cruise, showcasing the
beauty of the regional waterways. Senegal presents a perfect
add-on to your Gambia holiday and you’ll now find our Senegal
hotels integrated within our hotel collections, identified by a
banner in the top corner of the page.
As the destination specialists, we continually look to enhance
our knowledge of this remarkable part of Africa, which even after
more than 30 years still manages to surprise and entice us. In
fact, our UK staff have spent a total of 160 nights on the Smiling
Coast in the last 12 months, demonstrating that they love it as
much as we know you will. Whether you go in search of a blissful
beach break, a birdwatching escape or an activity-filled holiday,
The Gambia has you covered. When you add in factors such as
our ATOL and AITO protection, and the ease of holidaying outside
the euro zone, you can take a great deal of confidence in booking
with the specialists.
We hope you find yourself inspired and informed by our new
brochure, so why not head to our website or get in touch with
our passionate team to book your next sun-filled escape?

Kotu Beach

Discover more online
We pride ourselves on producing the only
specialist, dedicated brochure for The Gambia and neighbouring Senegal,
however, you’ll find plenty more comprehensive and in-depth information
on our website. Whether you’re looking for some extra information or
photographs on all our properties, including any new additions during
the year, or you want to dip into our detailed Gambia guide pages,
you’ll discover countless hints and tips online. You’ll also find our fantastic
Gambia Blog on our website, home to numerous articles that aim to
share all the latest news, information and advice on how to plan and make
the most of a holiday to the region. And, don’t forget to sign up to our
e-newsletter, ensuring you’ll be first to know about our latest holiday offers
and promotions.
Find out more at gambia.co.uk

Karen Durham

Follow us on …

Gambia Product Manager

facebook.com/GambiaExperience

BOOK WITH CONFIDENCE

@GambiaXperience

We are ABTA members with ATOL bonding which means
your money and holiday are safe with us.

@GambiaExperience

All the flights and flight-inclusive holidays in this brochure are financially protected by
the ATOL scheme. When you pay you will be supplied with an ATOL Certificate.
Please ask for it and check to ensure that everything you booked (flights, hotels and
other services) is listed on it. Please see our booking conditions for further
information or for more information about financial protection and the ATOL
Certificate go to: www.atol.org.uk/ATOLCertificate. Our ATOL number is 1866.
We are also members of ABTA and AITO, the AITO quality charter is on page 92.
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A Gambia Experience
to remember
Affectionately known as the ‘Smiling Coast of West Africa’, a holiday to
The Gambia allows visitors to discover so much more than just glorious
weather and golden beaches. With exotic wildlife, cultural adventures,
excellent restaurants and friendly locals presenting just a sample of
what can be enjoyed in this colourful country, we’re here to help you
discover every corner of The Gambia’s captivating character.
Proud to be the destination specialist and British Travel Award winners, here at
The Gambia Experience we’ve spent the last 32 years building on our knowledge of
this vibrant country and working together with our customers to provide the best
holiday experiences possible. Operating under fully bonded parent company Serenity
Holidays, impeccable customer service, honesty and integrity have always been
at the heart of everything we do, which in turn drives our desire to improve our
holiday programme year after year.
We believe that you should receive the best customer service from the very beginning
of your holiday planning, right through to when you return home, so we make sure
that all our friendly and dedicated staff have visited The Gambia. This means that
no matter who you speak to, you can be confident that we are providing quality,
first-hand advice and recommendations which are right for you. Further to this,
we also have a fantastic in-resort team made up of long-serving Europeans and
enthusiastic Gambians, so should you need some support or have any questions
when you’re on holiday with us, they’re always on hand to help.
As a company, we offer a whole host of different holiday opportunities to
suit all tastes and budgets, from seven-night beach breaks through to wildlife
and birdwatching experiences, multi-centre holidays and journeys across
the border into neighbouring Senegal – a fascinating yet perfectly accessible
option. We also provide the opportunity for you to tailor-make your own
getaway, making full use of our destination enthusiasm and expertise.
We like to make things as hassle-free as possible, so all our brochurepriced package holidays come with flights, 20kg luggage allowance and
transfers as standard. To enhance your holiday further, you’re also able to
upgrade your flight to our exclusive Star Class, offering some great extra
benefits – both at the airport and on board – which we’ll talk about within
this brochure.
Whether you’re one of our many seasoned travellers to The Gambia
or you’re completely new to the destination, let us introduce the
colourful, vibrant and friendly Smiling Coast…

Kotu Beach
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We l c o m e t o t h e
smiling coast…
A fantastic climate, wonderfully friendly English-speaking
locals, an endless array of activities and attractions,
and a safe introduction to the character and culture
of Africa; The Gambia is a hard holiday destination to
beat. Stretching inland from the beautiful coastline of
West Africa, following the gentle course of the River
Gambia, this is a land of uncrowded, sandy beaches,
abundant wildlife and unique culture, promising a
range of different holiday experiences. Add to this
the opportunity to extend your adventure into the
unspoilt and wildlife-rich landscapes of neighbouring,
French-speaking Senegal, and we’re sure your
personal Gambia experience will be one you’ll
want to add to year after year. 
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There are almost too many reasons to list when it comes to the benefits
and rewards of a holiday to The Gambia, and it offers a perfect, safe
alternative to more traditional winter sun destinations; with a climate which
is hard to beat. It’s a beautiful country, blessed by a remarkable coastline,
diverse wildlife and wonderful people. From winter sun beach breaks
and exciting wildlife encounters to ultimate spa relaxation and unique
adventures; there’s a little something for everyone in this alluring country.
For many, The Gambia provides the perfect ‘soft introduction’ to Africa,
presenting a different and fascinating culture without overwhelming the
senses. The official language here is English, so the ease of conversing
with the friendly locals is that much greater, and dining out is a treat in
itself. On top of this, The Gambia is in the same time zone as the UK,
meaning no jet lag; and this is all just a six-hour flight from the UK.
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WHAT SORT OF HOLIDAY
CAN I EXPECT?
That depends entirely on what sort of Gambia holiday you desire.
At The Gambia Experience, we’re particularly proud of the
diversity of our programme, offering a flavour of each aspect of
The Gambia’s character through our various holiday options. If
you’re a fan of the sun, sand and sea, look no further than The
Gambia’s coastline and our great range of beach holidays, or
if you’d prefer to spend some time away from the sand, our
superb range of Excursions and Experiences will add some offthe-beaten-track adventure to your stay. Unique holidays come
in all shapes and sizes too, from residing in a floating lodge on a
creek of the River Gambia to witnessing chimpanzees in the wild,
while birdwatchers will revel in the offerings of our Birdwatching
Holidays. You can experience total relaxation too, best discovered
with a stay at one of our child-free or superb spa hotels, providing
the perfect setting for couples or honeymooners; and don’t forget
Senegal either – the perfect add-on to an already memorable
holiday in The Gambia. 
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CLIMATE:

FABULOUS WINTER SUN AND HIGH TEMPERATURES YEAR ROUND
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AVERAGE MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE
The Gambia enjoys almost uninterrupted sunshine, and virtually no rainfall between November and June, with high average daytime
temperatures of around 32°C year round.
December – February:
Experience high daytime
temperatures and cooler,
pleasant evenings during these
months. Low humidity and
long sunshine hours make this
an enjoyable period to pay a
visit to The Gambia.
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March – June: March tends
to be the hottest month of
the year – a huge contrast
to the UK – and while
temperatures begin to drop
slightly from April, The Gambia
enjoys much less rainfall than
the Mediterranean and the
Caribbean.

July – September: The
climate becomes tropical,
with higher humidity and
bursts of rain punctuated by
spells of sunshine in between.
Landscapes become beautiful,
as the ‘Green Season’ moves
in, decorating the country in
verdant flora.

October – November: The
humidity and rainfall gradually
begin to decrease, while sunshine
hours increase. The rain tends
to completely dissipate by the
middle or end of October, as
the sunshine returns in full force
and water temperatures are
wonderfully warm.
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HISTORY

The banks of the River Gambia have been inhabited
for many centuries, but we know little about the
early history of The Gambia. The country first
came to prominence as a slave trading post,
a part of The Gambia’s history that has been
immortalised by the best-selling book ‘Roots’,
since adapted into a TV mini series. It was around
this time that the first English settlement was
founded on James (now Kunte Kinteh) Island.
The Gambia subsequently became the oldest
English-speaking country in West Africa, before
gaining independence in 1965. In 1990 the
country celebrated its 25th anniversary of
peace and stability, before a bloodless coup
took place in July 1994, bringing Yahya
Jammeh into power for the next 22 years.
In 2016, Jammeh was democratically
beaten by Adama Barrow in a presidential
election, with the latter inaugurated in
early 2017 and starting a new era in The
Gambia. The country re-entered the
Commonwealth in early 2018.

Albreda, ‘Never Again’ Slavery Statue © Alamy

GAMBIAN DALASI
– 62 GMD TO £1
(MARCH 2019)

SAME TIME ZONE
AS THE UK
dge

Ngala Lo

ENJOYS YEAR-ROUND
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE
OF 32˚C

BOASTS 80KM OF
ALLURING COASTLINE

ENGLISH IS THE
OFFICIAL LANGUAGE
OF THE GAMBIA

DID YOU KNOW?
1. The Gambia is the smallest country in
mainland Africa.
2. The country is home to a staggering
540 species of bird.
3. Apart from its wonderful Atlantic coastline,
The Gambia is entirely surrounded by Senegal.
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GREAT VALUE FOR
MONEY – A THREECOURSE MEAL WITH
DRINKS FROM
APPROX. £20PP

RELIGION
Whilst The Gambia is a secular state, the majority of The
Gambia’s population is Muslim and observe the festival of
Ramadan, although a small number of Christians also reside in the
country, living beside Muslims in peace, and even intermarrying.
The Gambia is built on a very tolerant society, with other cultures
widely accepted. Despite being predominantly Muslim, you’ll still
find reasonably priced alcohol readily available in hotels, restaurants
and shops – in fact the country even has its own brewery – the
perfect symbol of The Gambia’s tolerant identity. The Christian festival
of Christmas is celebrated in hotels with some Muslims also embracing
the festivities. 
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FOOD & RESTAURANTS
With food just as colourful as its culture, The
Gambia offers its visitors a real culinary treat.
Plus, with many international foods also
readily available, no matter what your taste,
you’ll find some superb, great value dining
experiences in The Gambia.
INTERNATIONAL CUISINE
You don’t have to stick solely to traditional
food when dining in The Gambia. You can
also find a wide range of superb Indian, Italian,
Asian, Lebanese, Mexican and Mediterranean
restaurants to enjoy, many of which can be
found in the popular resort of Kololi, or in the
hotels themselves. Discover more information
about specific restaurants on our website,
at gambia.co.uk/food. We also provide
money-off vouchers in our Gambia guide book
exclusively for our customers at a wide range of
eateries. Moving between resorts for an even
greater choice of dining options or for a special
occasion is easily arranged.
In Senegal, the influence on the cuisine is typically
French with restaurants often serving some good
French wines to accompany your meal.
Whilst we offer half board options at most of
our properties, generally served as a buffet,
we would recommend venturing outside your
hotel to dine at least once during your stay,
in order to make the most of the culinary
experiences that The Gambia has to offer. Due
to their more remote location, a couple of
our unique hotels such as Mandina Lodges and
Chimp Rehabilitation Centre Camp have meals
included in your holiday price.

12 |

TRADITIONAL GAMBIAN FOOD
Fresh fish and meat are popular ingredients within
Gambian cooking, along with vegetables and rice.
You can enjoy Gambian food within your hotel restaurant
or in resort areas, and here are some of our favourite
traditional dishes which are well worth sampling:
Meat or fish benachin – cooked in a single large pot, you
can expect an infusion of flavours with a hint of chilli in the
rice, vegetables and chosen meat or fish which make up this
popular dish.
Afra – a more simplistic dish which uses lamb, onions, salt and
chilli powder to create a tasty, evening snack.
Domoda – also known as Gambian peanut stew, this dish
incorporates beef or chicken cooked with tomatoes, onions,
pumpkin and smooth peanut butter to create a curry-like dish
which is served with rice.
Akara – these bean fritters are made using black-eyed peas
blended with salt and optional eggs or shrimp, then deep fried.
These are a popular breakfast food, but also make a great snack.
Chicken yassa – usually served with white rice, this dish
incorporates chicken (but can also be made using fish, beef, or
vegetables), onions, chilli, mustard, lemon and stock to create a
flavoursome, staple meal.
You can also discover some fantastic and sometimes unusual drinks
in The Gambia, including baobab juice, a popular breakfast drink,
wonjo juice, a sour drink which is made by boiling the red flowers of
sorrel plants, bissap juice, made from hibiscus flowers, and palm wine,
produced from the sap of specific palm trees. You can also enjoy a bottle
or two of the local beer, Julbrew, which is particularly refreshing! 
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Wildlife & birdwatching holidays


A holiday to The Gambia presents a plethora of exciting and unique wildlife experiences. Whether
you’re an avid twitcher or just love to witness extraordinary animals, we’re confident that you won’t
be disappointed in the wildlife waiting to be discovered in The Gambia.

MONKEYS AND PRIMATES
A common feature around resort areas, you won’t have to go far
to witness the playful nature of a variety of monkeys and primates.
Green vervet, red colobus and patas monkeys are among the species
most commonly encountered, and you can also spot troops of
baboons, chimpanzees and bush babies at specific locations, such
as Mandina Lodges (pg 52-55) and the Chimpanzee Rehabilitation
Project Camp (pg 58-59).

BIRDLIFE
With over 540 species of bird to spot, including the African
Paradise Flycatcher, the Blue-breasted Kingfisher and the Redbilled Hornbill, The Gambia offers a fantastic opportunity to see
and photograph some beautiful birds. Some rewarding places to
birdwatch include Mandina Lodges (pg 52-55) and Bakotu Hotel
(pg 76-77).

Northern

REPTILES

		

p

RECOMMENDED HOTELS
FOR BIRDERS

For a one-of-a-kind experience, pay a visit to Kachikally
Crocodile Pool. One of The Gambia’s most famous tourist
attractions, here you can watch close to 100 crocodiles
bask in the sunshine and in the pool.
If you’re lucky, you may also get to spot a monitor
lizard or two, usually sighted across the mangrovelined marshland. Good places to go in search of these
impressive lizards are in the gardens at The Kairaba
(pg 64-65) and Senegambia (pg 72-73) hotels.

Red Bisho

Such is the extent of the birdlife in The Gambia, practically all
of our hotels boast an abundance of bird species in and around
their grounds, so don’t forget to pack your binoculars!

		

Mandina Lodges

Great Egret

HOP ACROSS THE
BORDER TO SENEGAL
For a quintessentially African wildlife experience, hop
across the northern border to neighbouring Senegal
where rhino, giraffes, antelopes, zebras, monkeys
and more await. To see all these beautiful animals
roaming around freely on a 2000-hectare reserve,
take a look at Fathala Wildlife Reserve (pg 56-57).

Hotels we would particularly recommend for birdwatching
include Bakotu and Senegambia hotels as well as Mandina Lodges
in Makasutu Forest, or the Chimp Rehabilitation Project Camp
in the River Gambia National Park, which can also be visited on
our Rivers of West Africa cruise. Additionally, the majority of our
featured hotels in Senegal are ideally located to attract the presence
of countless birds. A twin-centre holiday provides the best chance
to spot a wide variety of birdlife.
For more information on all our birdwatching options, as well as
those offered by partner specialist companies such as Naturetrek
(7-night holidays based at Mandina Lodges) and Limosa Holidays,
please go online at gambia.co.uk/birdwatching 

Bakotu Hotel birdwatching deck
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BIRDWATCHING HOLIDAYS

A TASTE OF AFRICAN BIRDLIFE

Despite being Africa’s smallest mainland country,
The Gambia provides some incredible opportunities
for birdwatching, and is home to a huge variety of
habitats which support over 540 species of bird.
From forest-savannah and dry woodland, to marine
systems and the life-giving River Gambia, famed for its
estuary mudflats and thriving mangrove tributaries, The
Gambia is a year-round haven for birdlife. Similarly, the
Sine Saloum Delta in Senegal provides a unique estuarine
environment which is teeming with a huge variety of
species, including flamingos and pelicans.

AN EXCLUSIVE TWO-DAY EXCURSION
This great introduction to African birding is ideal for those with a desire to seek out a
wide variety of the amazing birdlife that The Gambia has to offer and benefit from the
expertise of a local bird guide. Our private, two-day itinerary is designed specifically
with the keen amateur in mind, where you can explore several habitats at locations
such as Abuko Nature Reserve, Brufut Forest and Tanji Bird Reserve. Discover
everything from giant kingfishers and turaco, to woodland birds, warblers and more.
Staying at a hotel of your choice, you’ll be accompanied by an English-speaking
specialist bird guide, with transportation and all lunches included.

Pied Kingfisher

PRICES FROM £275 PER PERSON (based on 2 people, excluding flights and
accommodation). Visit gambia.co.uk/birdwatching for further information.

In both The Gambia and Senegal, we offer a wide selection of
excursions, both on and off the water, providing the perfect opportunity
for spotting unique West African birdlife. And you don’t have to travel far
to see some amazing wildlife, in fact, you’ll even encounter a whole host
of exotic bird species in your hotel gardens! Whether you’re a first-timer,
a keen amateur or an enthusiast in search of a particularly elusive species,
we guarantee you’ll find something to amaze and inspire you during a
birdwatching experience with us in West Africa.

RECOMMENDED BIRDWATCHING HOTELS
Bakotu Hotel
With its viewing deck over birding hotspot Kotu Stream and
peaceful feel, it’s no wonder this family-run hotel is popular
with BBC presenter Chris Packham. Find out more on
pg 76-77.

Mandina Lodges
Found deep in the Makasutu Forest bordering the river,
all that breaks the tranquil ambience is the chattering
of monkeys and the dawn chorus of the birds. Find out
more on pg 52-55.

Osprey

BIRDWATCHING
WITH MALICK SUSO

Red-billed Fire Finch

We can arrange half or full-day birdwatching tours
led by local expert Malick Suso – a man that Chris
Packham has described as one of the very best
bird guides in the whole of Africa, and whose local
knowledge is invaluable. The options for superb
bird sightings are endless, with a variety of habitats
to be found in close proximity to resort areas. For
example, at Kotu Stream you’ll witness all kinds
of waders and kingfishers, and if you’re lucky,
even the elusive bittern. Abuko Nature Reserve
and Tanji shore and fishing village are two more
fantastic birding locations, the former famed for
its amazing pool which is frequented by African
darters and hammerkopfs, while the latter is
home to a range of seabirds.
Private half-day birding trips will cost from £39
per person, and from £69 per person for a
full day, based on a minimum of two birders.

16 | For more information or to book online visit gambia.co.uk
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Blue-breasted Kingfisher

Senegambia Hotel
Benefiting from both wildlife and a beachfront
location, be sure to witness the daily vulture feeding
and resident birds in the well-kept grounds. Find
out more on pg 72-73.

Keur Saloum
From tropical grounds to the meandering river
it overlooks, there’s a myriad of bird species to
be discovered both on and off the water at this
unique hotel. Find out more on pg 85.

Les Manguiers de Guéréo
A luxury eco-lodge overlooking La Somone
lagoon, you’re surrounded by African nature
and wildlife; whether in a bird hide or even
the infinity pool. Find out more online at
gambia.co.uk/lmdg

Gambia is a top birding destination for UK birders and
photographers. It’s affordable and there’s a fantastic range of exotic
species so it’s perfect for an introduction to African birds or to get
some superb photographs. The local guides are excellent, the people
are welcoming, the hotels and food are great and it’s nice to be
warm! That’s why I’ve been going every year for years!

Chris Packham – Presenter

Exploring
The Gambia
& beyond
Although The Gambia is Africa’s smallest
country, it certainly doesn’t disappoint when
it comes to things to do; whether you
choose to simply relax or enjoy multiple
adventures. If you’re an explorer, we
offer the opportunity to embark on boat
trips and overland excursions, cooking
experiences and wildlife adventures,
either for your private party or as part
of a larger group – and that’s just in
The Gambia. Beyond this eclectic
country, we also offer some one-ofa-kind experiences in Senegal, where
you can witness African wildlife in all
its glory... 
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Ida’s Home Cooking is an unmissable, immersive
experience! Dress up, sample the colourful sights and sounds
of a local market and enjoy a traditional Gambian meal.
Ida recently won an award for her Benachin dish!



THINGS TO DO IN THE GAMBIA
The Gambia offers simple and safe opportunities to experience its
culture, natural beauty and wildlife, promising memorable days out
or add-on stays – there really is something for everyone. Make the
most of your hotel representative’s endless knowledge, whether this
be your first or 21st visit.
10 MEMORABLE THINGS TO DO IN THE GAMBIA
1.	Visit a local school – An excellent way
to learn about everyday life in The
Gambia. We’ll arrange a driver and
guide so you can head to a school for
an unforgettable local experience.
2.	Relax on the beach – With many
hotels just steps away from a beach,
The Gambia’s long and uncrowded
beaches provide the perfect place on
which to relax or take a stroll.
3.	Encounter crocodiles – Get up close
to a crocodile at the famous Kachikally
Crocodile Pool in Bakau. Alternatively,
view them in the wild around the
natural pool at Calypso bar in Cape
Point.
4.	Discover the birdlife – Head out on
a birdwatching tour (pg 16-17) and
tick off some of the 540 species of bird
that reside in The Gambia.
5.	Stay in an Eco-camp or lodge – Stay
in one of our Unique Experience
properties (pg 50-61), from a floating
lodge on a creek to a luxury tent in a
nature reserve.

6.	Peruse a local market – The
Gambia is home to several
bustling markets, such as the
atmospheric and captivating craft
market in Bakau – bartering is
expected!
7.	Enjoy a dose of luxury – Whether
it’s an unforgettable spa treatment
at Coco Ocean (pg 42-43) or
soaking in a private outdoor Jacuzzi
in an Atlantic Suite at Ngala Lodge
(pg 38-41) – you decide.
8.	Witness a beachside fishing scene
– Head to Tanji fishing village and
experience one of the most colourful
and vibrant displays of local life in The
Gambia.
9.	Add Senegal to your adventure –
Whether as part of a tailor-made holiday
(pg 28-31) or simply as a day tour
experience, make Senegal (pg 24-27)
a part of your West African escape.
10.	Unwind by your pool – Make the most of
your stunning hotel pool to sunbathe and
simply take the time to rest and revitalise.
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Alison Collins – Administration Manager

5 OF OUR FAVOURITE EXCURSIONS & TOURS
1.	Six Tours in One – Providing an all-round flavour
of The Gambia, its character and its most alluring
attractions, the Six Tours in One itinerary will see
you visiting the famous Kachikally Crocodile Pool,
Serrekunda Market and Tanji fishing village.
2.	Senegal Wildlife, Fathala – Take a journey
into Senegal and the wildlife-rich wilderness of
Fathala Wildlife Reserve. Here you can spot an
abundance of African wildlife, including giraffes,
rhino and buffalo to mention a few. Available
as a day trip or longer experience.
3.	Cooking with Ida – Learn how to cook
Gambian style, as you’re welcomed into
Ida’s home on a fascinating cooking course
to make one of the country’s most iconic
dishes. Visit a local market to source
ingredients, before getting to work and
eventually tasting the fruits of your labour.
4.	A River Excursion – Whether it’s
the Lazy Day Cruise, where you can
enjoy a relaxed journey along the
waters of the River Gambia, or the
historic journey upriver into the
world of Roots as you discover the
area’s former role as a slave trade
outpost; a journey on The Gambia’s
waterways is unforgettable.
5.	Tanji Kayaking Adventure –
Journey along the creeks for an
exhilarating experience in a double
kayak or canoe to witness birdlife
up close. 
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TOP TIPS FOR RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL
Here are our top tips for being a responsible visitor when holidaying in
The Gambia.
1.	Preserve energy and tap water as much as you can – remember The Gambia is a
developing country.
2.		 Respect the local culture and its traditions.
3.		 Always ask permission before taking someone’s photo.
4.		Spend your money wisely by supporting local businesses, and do not buy any
products made from ivory, reptile skin or other animals.
Saly Beach, Senegal



5.		Dispose of rubbish properly and try to take as little as possible with you – such
as removing any packaging from new items before packing. It’s worth noting that
plastic bags are banned in the country.

FAVOURITE BEACHES
Blessed by a mixture of golden sands, palm trees and strikingly colourful African pirogue boats, The Gambia
is home to some wonderful stretches of coastline. Whilst all remain uncrowded, some offer idyllic, deserted
swathes of golden sand with the only sound being that of the waves lapping the shore. In contrast, other
beaches allow you to discover an insight into the Gambian way of life, through its bustling fishing community.
KOTU
This long expanse of soft golden sand, lined
with palm trees and dotted with local bars
and eateries, offers a great place to top up
your tan or get lost in a good book under the
shade of a towering palm. An occasional fruit
lady will also pass by, perfect if you fancy a
refreshing snack whilst relaxing on the sand.
Directly located along this beach you’ll find
Kombo Beach (pg 70-71) and African Princess
Beach hotels (pg 66-67) amongst others.
CAPE POINT
With more than enough space for everyone
to enjoy their own privacy, Cape Point
Beach offers an impressively wide stretch of
sand, From the all-inclusive Sunbeach Hotel
(pg 68-69) and neighbouring Ocean Bay (pg
74-75) you can enjoy direct access to Cape
Point Beach.
BIJILO
Boasting a golden expanse of sand extending
as far as the eye can see, Bijilo Beach is best
accessed from the luxurious Coco Ocean
Resort & Spa (pg 42-43), which offers
individual beach cabanas if you’re in need of
a little shade. From here and nearby Lemon
Creek Hotel (pg 82) it’s possible to stroll
along the sands to the resort of Kololi.

KOLOLI
A wide, sandy sunbathing platform has been
created with access to the ocean at low tide,
or to enjoy a stroll along the shoreline. The
popular Kairaba (pg 64-65) and Senegambia
(pg 72-73) hotels offer direct access to the
beach here.
BRUFUT
Following the theme of soft golden sand,
Brufut is a more rugged beach with a natural
feel to it, although it’s still impressively long
and wide. It’s ideal for romantic walks,
especially if you’re staying at Leo’s Beach
Hotel (pg 46-47) which is elevated above
Brufut Beach. The extensive grounds of
Labranda Coral Beach Hotel (pg 78) front
an endless stretch of sand.
TANJI
Not somewhere to sunbathe but to get a
flavour of local life, Tanji shore is home to a
colourful fish market, where the locals bring
in their catch of the day, dragging their brightly
coloured African pirogue boats onto the sand.
You can also witness the smoking houses,
but the smell may be a little much for some!
The best way to visit is as part of an excursion,
which you can find on pages 20-21 or at
gambia.co.uk/excursions.
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6.	Make an effort to learn some local Mandinka or Wolof phrases – for example
‘thank you’ in Mandinka is Abaraka, and in Wolof it’s Jerejef.

Cape Point Beach

For more information about responsible travel in The Gambia, visit gambia.co.uk

BATOKUNKU
One of the most rewarding places
to witness a Gambian sunset,
Batokunku Beach offers an unspoilt
stretch of sand. Easily accessed
from White Horse Residence (pg
44-45), you can enjoy listening
to the sound of the waves whilst
sunbathing, or take advantage of
the bicycles on offer to explore the
deserted shoreline.
SANYANG
A beach which offers a little of
everything, at Sanyang not only do you
have golden sands, beach shacks and
hammocks, but also the opportunity to
witness Gambian wrestling on Sundays
and some beautifully colourful pirogue
boats, lined up along one end of the beach.

Bijilo Beach

Kololi Beach

Kotu Beach

In addition, the Casamance region of
southern Senegal (pg 26) offers wide
expanses of palm-fringed, white sandy
beaches which are unspoilt and near
deserted – perfect for romantic walks
along the shoreline. The resort of Saly
(pg 26-27) south of Dakar offers sandy
beaches and calm, clear waters ideal for
some water sports.

Contact your local travel agent or call our experts on 01489 866 939 | 23

Discover Senegal
With its appealing climate, mouth-watering French cuisine,
diverse wildlife, beautiful scenery, inviting beaches and
relaxed pace of life, extending your holiday into Senegal
will guarantee a host of remarkable experiences. Easily
accessed from either The Gambia or by flying directly
into Dakar, the Senegal capital, explore a number of
fascinating regions and attractions. You’ll be introduced
to wildlife-rich waterways, endless stretches of unspoilt
sandy coastline and gain an insight into a unique and
alluring culture and identity. 

© By Charles-Henry Thoquenne | Shutterstock
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5 INTERESTING FACTS
ABOUT SENEGAL

 Sitting beside the Atlantic Ocean at Africa’s most

westerly point, Senegal is a breathtaking country that
almost completely surrounds The Gambia. We offer the
opportunity to reside in the Sine Saloum Delta to the
north of The Gambia or in Casamance to The Gambia’s
south, both of which are easily accessible and massively
rewarding additions to your holiday. We also offer the
region of Saly, reached easily via Dakar but also from Banjul.

1.	Due to being a former colony of France, Senegal’s
official language is French; the country gained
independence from France in 1960.
2. 	Several wildlife reserves exist where native
animals have been reintroduced.
3. 	Senegal boasts seven UNESCO World Heritage
Sites, including the Sine Saloum Delta.

SENEGAL – NORTH
Explore the UNESCO World Heritage Site of the Sine Saloum Delta,
a 180,000-hectare riverine area that sits just north of The Gambia,
reached via a short ferry transfer. Formed where two rivers converge on
the Atlantic Ocean, this is a region of great biodiversity with its estuarine
environment, mangrove swamps and sand islands. The delta is home
to a wealth of fish as well as an amazing array of birdlife which includes
flamingos, pelicans, herons and egrets. Amongst other properties, located
in this area is the mesmerising Fathala Wildlife Reserve, home to the likes of
rhino, giraffes and zebra. Alternatively, the areas of Saly and La Somone are
now easily accessible from Diass Airport located to the east of Dakar. With
palm-fringed beaches, clear calm waters and an established resort feel, Saly is
already popular with French and Belgian tourists with its wide range of water
sports and land-based activities on offer. The smaller resort of La Somone
enjoys an idyllic location beside a stunning lagoon and also provides easy
access to Bandia Nature Reserve, for a memorable wildlife experience.

4.	The name ‘Senegal’ comes from the Wolof phrase
‘Sunuu Gaal’, which translates as ‘Our Boat’;
they are a nation of fishermen and a gentle,
welcoming people.
5.	Along with The Gambia, Senegal is considered
one of the best birdwatching locations in the
world.
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Find out more about holidays to Senegal by visiting gambia.co.uk/senegal
or calling our experts on 01489 866 939.

SENEGAL – SOUTH
Now well established in our programme, the Casamance region of Senegal is
another area of outstanding beauty, dominated by the river of the same name that
winds through the picturesque and wildlife-rich landscape. You’ll find the country’s
French influence is strong here, engrained in the likes of the local cuisine.
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While tourism is less developed in Casamance, there’s plenty of reason to pay a visit
to this region, with huge draws including the long and deserted white sand beaches,
as well as some great birdwatching opportunities. The landscapes are patched with
more greenery than much of West Africa, while cooling trade winds help to temper
the tropical climate, making it a pleasant place to explore.
As the destination specialist, we’re delighted to offer this amazing region to our
customers – it’s perfect for hotel-based beach holidays, and for those with a sense of
adventure. We feature hotels in two distinct areas of Casamance: Kafountine is a small
fishing port and traditional Senegalese village, lying approximately two hours south of the
border. Cap Skirring lies at the southernmost tip of Senegal and is already well known to
the French; the town itself has little character but offers plenty of opportunity to witness
African life. Both areas offer stunning beaches and excursion possibilities.
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If you’d like to know more about our Senegal accommodation, you’ll find the hotels integrated
within our accommodation collections; just look for a Senegal banner in the top corner of the
page. You can also visit as part of our seven-night Rivers of West Africa cruise.

We arrange transfers for all tailor-made
holidays so this really is a hassle-free way
to experience the diversity of this safe and
welcoming area of West Africa.

Ta i l o r- m a d e h o l i d a y s
Over the years, we’ve come to the conclusion that one of the best
ways to experience the various different aspects of The Gambia’s
character is to combine a stay at two or even three properties in
our programme. With a tailor-made holiday, you can enjoy the
freedom of crafting the perfect escape that is entirely personal to you,
whether that’s four nights on the beach followed by three nights beside
the River Gambia, or perhaps a stay in a luxurious spa hotel before
heading off for an unforgettable experience upriver at Chimp Camp?
You decide…

ch

Bijilo Bea

Using our specialist knowledge, we’re helping an increasing number of customers
to plan their perfect twin or multi-centre holiday in West Africa, made simple by
the small distances between properties. A multi-centre holiday also presents the
possibility of combining The Gambia and Senegal into your very own tailor-made
itinerary, allowing you to discover another culture and landscape alongside your
Gambia experience. 

nce
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Our staff genuinely love The Gambia; they have first-hand knowledge of every property in our
programme and will be happy to help you craft your tailor-made holiday, as well as giving further
information
about
the concept
of a multi-centre
experience
– call
on 01489 866 939.
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Find out more about our range of tailor-made and multi-centre
holidays by visiting gambia.co.uk/tailormade, including our
seven-night tour, ‘Wildlife of The Gambia and Senegal’.

HOW YOU COULD ENJOY A TAILOR-MADE HOLIDAY…

A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
Our Unique Collection properties (pg 50-61) lend
themselves particularly well to a multi-centre
holiday, offering a combination of bush and beach
experiences. As many of these have a limited
number of rooms it’s advisable to book early.

TRAVEL IN STYLE

BOUTIQUE & UNIQUE
To make life easier for our guests we’ve
pre-packaged our most popular combinations;
a few days at adult-only Ngala Lodge (pg 38-41)
followed by barefoot luxury at the riverside
Mandina Lodges (pg 52-55) provides the
perfect twin-centre holiday experience.

In addition to choosing from multiple
properties and countless experiences when
designing/creating your holiday, you can also
choose to travel Star Class during the winter
season, adding a touch of luxury to your
Gambian getaway.

Ngala Lodge

Mandina Lodges

Mandina Lodges

Some of the features included with
Star Class:
•	Separate area at the front of the
aircraft

A SENEGAMBIA HOLIDAY
The proximity of Senegal to The Gambia
makes a twin-centre, cross-border holiday
an easy option. With all transportation
taken care of, and beaches, wildlife and
cultural opportunities in abundance
in both countries, you’ll be spoilt
for choice. Why not let our team of
experts help tailor your perfect holiday
experience, be it in Casamance, Saly
or the Sine Saloum Delta?

•		Comfortable and modern seating in
2-2 configuration
•		Access to the No1 Executive Lounge
at Gatwick
•		Access to First Class Lounge at
Banjul Airport
•		Dedicated check-in at Gatwick
and Banjul with priority boarding
•		Increased hold luggage allowance
of 30kg, plus 10kg hand luggage
•	Enhanced meal service and
selection of complimentary
drinks on board

DIVERSE WILDLIFE
An affordable safari experience is
not to be missed – why not extend
your Gambia experience with a
two or three-night stay at Fathala
Wildlife Reserve (pg 56-57)?
Enquire about our pre-bookable
special packages, including
dinners, a game drive and
other local excursions such as
a scenic mangrove cruise.
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For more detailed information about the different resorts in The Gambia, visit gambia.co.uk/resorts,
or call our knowledgeable reservations team on 01489 866 939.

Choosing
the right resort
In order for you to get the most out of your holiday, it’s important to choose a resort that caters for your personal
preferences. Although one of The Gambia’s best characteristics is that nothing is very far away, we’ve compiled this
mini area guide to talk you through what’s on the doorstep of the different resorts in this colourful country.
FOR AN UNSPOILT AND TRANQUIL
BEACH-THEMED HOLIDAY
If you can think of nothing better than
uninterrupted and relaxing sunbathing time,
where there’s easy access to some of The
Gambia’s most alluring sandy beaches, head
to the resorts of Brufut, Bijilo or Batokunku.
Some of our favourite hotels within these
areas include the child-free Leo’s Beach Hotel
(pg 46-47), Coco Ocean Resort & Spa
(pg 42-43) and the intimate yet friendly White
Horse Residence (pg 44-45).
FOR A FAMILY-FRIENDLY
BEACH ESCAPE
If you’re travelling as a family, Kotu and Cape
Point are fantastic choices. The beaches at
both resorts are sandy and very wide so
there’s plenty of space, and certain hotels
in the area have great facilities for children.
However, don’t worry that they will be overrun with noisy youngsters – the majority of
guests are still couples. Kombo Beach Hotel
(pg 70-71) and the all-inclusive Sunbeach
Hotel (pg 68-69) cater superbly for families
and couples alike, and are both directly
located along the resorts’ beautiful beaches.

EASY ACCESS TO THE GAMBIA’S
NIGHTLIFE AND EATING OUT SCENE
The resort of Kololi is home to The Gambia’s
biggest collection of restaurants, bars and
clubs. This area is commonly referred to
as ‘The Strip’, however in comparison to
European resorts, it’s much smaller and more
laid-back. The dining options you’ll find here
are fantastic, with everything from Gambian,
Lebanese and Asian cuisine to Mexican and
Mediterranean. There are one or two clubs
for anyone looking to party into the night,
and some great rooftop bars to enjoy a drink.
Hotels in this resort include The Kairaba (pg
64-65) and Senegambia Beach Hotel (pg
72-73), although these properties are large
enough that you won’t find any noise from
The Strip a problem.
FOR A ROMANTIC HOLIDAY
TO REMEMBER
If your idea of a perfect holiday is a relaxing
break in a child-free property, the attractive
coves and stunning vistas of Fajara could
be for you. Head for the luxurious Ngala
Lodge (pg 38-41) for a romantic and
memorable holiday.

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING
‘OFF THE BEATEN TRACK’?
There are some fantastic opportunities
to be had in The Gambia away from the
glorious coastline. Heading upriver provides
the opportunity for some impressive
birdwatching, wildlife spotting and general
African nature appreciation. The perfect
places to enjoy these one-of-a-kind
experiences include the stunning Mandina
Lodges (pg 52-55) and the Chimpanzee
Rehabilitation Project Camp (pg 58-59).
And, don’t forget our featured Senegal
regions: a rich riverine landscape identifies
the Sine Saloum Delta to the north, whereas
Casamance to the south is known for its
deserted swathes of soft white sand. Head to
Saly if you’re a water sports enthusiast - the
choice is yours.
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Our hotel collections

Leo’s Beach Hotel

We realise that it’s important to offer fantastic choice, and ensure that there’s something suitable for everyone. With this in
mind, we’ve spent the last 32 years carefully crafting our hotel collection so that we have the balance just right. Luxury and
value-for-money properties meet unique experiences and beach holidays, with our aim being that you can enjoy an extraordinary
holiday experience, no matter which property you choose.
Each of our hotels are hand-picked by our in-house and on-the-ground experts, and visited regularly throughout the year – so you can
rest assured in the knowledge that if we don’t feel a hotel is right for our customers, it’s not included within our collections. We’re also
proud to offer hotels which are exclusive to us on the UK market.
OUR HOTEL CLASSIFICATIONS
To give you a clear indication of what you can expect, we’ve adopted our own hotel grading system, which is represented by a
hibiscus flower
. These grades are determined by our in-house experts, who have visited the hotels personally, so you can trust
that the grades we give are truly representative of each property within The Gambia. Midway grades are also demonstrated within this
brochure, with half a hibiscus flower .
HOTEL AWARDS
2018 marked the second year of our personal hotel awards scheme, created to recognise the hard work and quality of our partner
hotels. Outstanding Customer Feedback, Best Customer Service and Best Hotel Restaurant are just some of the categories we’ve
presented awards for. You can find out more information on our website, at gambia.co.uk/awards

A TOUCH OF LUXURY
Our Luxury Collection includes The
Gambia’s most upmarket hotels, offering
superb service and beautiful settings. Each
of these properties promises something
individually spectacular, and you can
certainly expect an exceptional holiday.
Several of these hotels are exclusively
available through us.

Coco Ocean Resort & Spa

A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
Our Unique Collection gives you the
chance to embark on a holiday which
is worlds away from your typical beach
break. With wildlife being a prominent
feature, these properties are fantastically
suited to multi-centre holidays, and
also give you the chance to experience
Senegal. They don’t have gradings, but
offer unique features for a memorable
experience.

Fathala Wildlife Reserve

OUR CLASSIC COLLECTION
2 - 4.5 Grade
This collection demonstrates some
fantastic all-inclusive properties, familyfriendly hotels, along with some customer
favourites. Many of these would be a great
choice for anyone looking to experience a
relaxing beach break.

Ocean Bay Hotel

If you would like more detailed information, additional photographs, video clips and reviews about
any of our properties, please visit gambia.co.uk or give our experts a call on 01489 866 939.
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Our Classic Collection
Home to a variety of fantastic properties suiting a whole host of tastes
and budgets, our Classic Collection includes hotels which have been
hand-picked for their friendly service, individual charm and excellent
locations.
Ranging from 2-4 grade, self-catering to all-inclusive, you’ll discover a diverse
selection of properties within this collection. All our chosen hotels provide at least a
swimming pool and restaurant on-site – and many also offer a wide range of facilities
and activities – plus the majority are situated directly on a beautiful stretch of beach.
Why not consider treating yourself to a room upgrade, available at many hotels
within this collection?
Why not consider Kombo Beach (pg 70-71), with its expanse of golden sand
and infectious African entertainment, or the popular Sunbeach Hotel (pg 68-69),
an activity-filled all-inclusive, again alongside a stunning beach. There’s also the
stylish new African Princess Beach Hotel (pg 66-67), not forgetting old favourites
such as the centrally-located Kairaba (pg 64-65). For a quieter alternative,
look no further than Bakotu Hotel (pg 76-77) which is a perfect base for
birdwatchers, or Lemon Creek Hotel (pg 82) with its laid-back atmosphere.
The great thing about the hotels in our Classic Collection is that they’re
versatile – many suiting couples, families and groups of friends alike, each
boasting individual qualities which we know you’ll fall in love with.
We are unable to feature every property within this brochure, so please
visit our website to discover new or additional hotels within this collection,
along with further photographs and reviews to help you choose the best
base for your next Gambia holiday.

Ocean Bay Hotel
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WHAT WE LOVE
•	The tranquil, manicured gardens really make this property stand
out from the crowd; watch out for the resident peacocks!
•	Location, location, location: peace and quiet in the heart of a
vibrant resort.

GOOD TO KNOW
•	Standard rooms are smaller and located near the hotel
entrance, we’d recommend upgrading to one of the larger
room types located in the gardens.
•	The replenished beach offers a wide stretch of sand for sun
worshippers, with steps leading to the water at low tide.

The Kairaba Beach Hotel
TRANQUIL | COUPLES | MATURE GARDENS

HOTEL FACILITIES
• Feature pool with sun terrace and children’s pool
• Croquet lawn, giant chess, table tennis, pool table
• Beauty and fitness centre
• 2 bars
• Three restaurants (may rotate at quiet times of year)
• Gelateria / coffee shop outside hotel
• Wi-Fi

ROOM FACILITIES
Twin beds, air-conditioning, Wi-Fi, flat screen
television, safety deposit box, mini-fridge, tea &
coffee-making facilities, hairdryer, bath with shower
over or shower only (standard rooms)

POPULAR ROOM CHOICES

7 NIGHTS FROM

14 NIGHTS FROM

£1175

£1649

PER PERSON

PER PERSON

PRICING & FLIGHT DETAILS – PAGES 94-97

FROM PRICES

• Deluxe Room – larger rooms located in the
gardens with views over the lawns.
• Superior Deluxe Room – first-floor garden rooms
in a corner position, with large picture windows
both sides overlooking the balcony and gardens.
• Premium Suite – ground-floor rooms with a
living area and separate double bedroom.
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DISTANCE TO BEACH: BEACHFRONT
NUMBER OF ROOMS: 160
TRANSFERS: 40 MINUTES
BOARD BASIS: B&B

KOLOLI, THE GAMBIA

The Kairaba is one of our more popular
hotels, an old favourite with endless charm for
its many returning customers. Offering a quiet
and tranquil haven between the beach and
Kololi’s vibrant heart, you’re sure to achieve
total relaxation when holidaying here. With
well-kept, beautiful gardens covering much of
the hotel’s grounds, it’s not hard to find a quiet
spot in which to sunbathe, get lost in a good
book or witness some incredible wildlife.

is served. You can then spend your days
relaxing around the hotel’s large feature pool,
listening to the sound of the waves at the
beach, or exploring the exciting Kololi strip
just on the doorstep, where a wide variety of
restaurants, bars and a few shops plus a craft
market can be found.

The Kairaba offers a choice of room types,
however we recommend the deluxe or
superior deluxe rooms which are arranged in
two-storey buildings overlooking the mature
gardens, perfectly located so you can watch
out for the colourful birds and green vervet
monkeys who make regular appearances.
Each morning, guests can further enjoy these
tranquil garden views from the elevated
Kingfisher restaurant terrace, where breakfast

Superior Deluxe Room

OUR GUEST’S OPINION...
The gardens (as ever) are beautiful and a great place to relax.
The local birds and other wildlife add to their glory.
Mrs Freeman
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WHAT WE LOVE
•The connection to water with swim-up rooms, and ocean views
from the main pool and restaurant area.
• Rooms are fresh and modern with excellent facilities – the
hotel opened in December 2018.

African Princess Beach Hotel
SOUTH KOTU, THE GAMBIA
BEACHFRONT | NEWLY BUILT | SWIM-UP ROOMS

Located on a beautiful stretch of beach in
South Kotu, the new and impressive African
Princess Beach Hotel is a stunning 4.5 grade
resort presenting a unique connection to
water. With a network of eight free-form
pools meandering throughout the property,
and ground-floor rooms benefitting from
direct access to the water from their private
terrace, you can expect a relaxing and
rejuvenating stay beside the sand.

HOTEL FACILITIES
• Central pool plus a series of free-form pools
• Bar
• Restaurant serving buffet meals (subject to
numbers) with an à la carte menu
• Wi-Fi
• Beauty salon and gym
• Mini tennis court

ROOM FACILITIES
• Twin or double beds
• Air-conditioning
• Wi-Fi
• Mini-fridge
• Telephone
• Satellite television
• Safety deposit box
• Hairdryer

£999

£1499

PER PERSON

PER PERSON

PRICING & FLIGHT DETAILS – PAGES 94-97

FROM PRICES

• Ground Floor Pool Room – these rooms have
direct access from the terrace to one of the
freeform pools.

14 NIGHTS FROM

DISTANCE TO BEACH: BEACHFRONT
NUMBER OF ROOMS: 141
TRANSFERS: 40 MINUTES
BOARD BASIS: B&B

• The on-site beauty salon offers a range of treatments for you
to enjoy.

In terms of entertainment, the area near the
main pool plays host to daytime activities,
while live music is on offer in the same area
during the evenings. For those looking to
get out and about to explore the local area,
South Kotu is home to a selection of inviting
bars and eateries, while the livelier resort
of Kololi is nearby, boasting a wide range of
places to eat and drink.
No children under 12 years are accepted.

All guest rooms are spacious and offer a
wide range of modern facilities, as you would
expect from a brand-new quality hotel, while
they all also enjoy side views towards the
ocean from their balcony or terrace. When it
comes to dining there is a buffet on offer for
both breakfast and dinner, with an à la carte
alternative for those not on half board.

POPULAR ROOM UPGRADES

7 NIGHTS FROM

GOOD TO KNOW

TRAVEL AGENT OPINION
What a fabulously designed hotel, with swim up rooms as well as balcony rooms offering
great sea views and a great location directly on the beach. I can highly recommend the spa.
Christine Edgeller, Carrick Travel
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Ground Floor Pool Room
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CERTIFICATE OF EXCELLENCE FOR OUTSTANDING CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

Standard Sea View Room

WHAT WE LOVE
•	The wide, sandy beach and the open aspect of the hotel,
ensuring great views and a cooling sea breeze.
•	The laid-back atmosphere and enthusiastic animation team
offering a range of daytime activities and evening entertainment.

GOOD TO KNOW
•	The excellent à la carte seafood restaurant enjoys a stunning
location overlooking the beach. All-inclusive guests can dine
there for a supplement.

Sunbeach Hotel

DISTANCE TO BEACH: BEACHFRONT
NUMBER OF ROOMS: 147
TRANSFERS: 45 MINUTES
BOARD BASIS: ALL-INCLUSIVE

CAPE POINT, THE GAMBIA
ALL-INCLUSIVE | LIVELY | BEACHFRONT

Enjoying a fabulous location right on Cape
Point with a long stretch of sandy beach,
Sunbeach Hotel is an ideal choice for families
and couples alike. The hotel has firmly
established itself as a quality all-inclusive
property offering a friendly welcome, and is
proving a real customer favourite.

HOTEL FACILITIES
• Swimming pool with children’s pool
• 3 bars
• Wi-Fi
• Gift shop & massage room (payable locally)
• Togali buffet restaurant and La Cucina à la carte
(extra charge)
• Table tennis, darts

Buffet meals are served in the Togali
Restaurant, offering a wide variety of everchanging cuisines and al fresco dining on the
elevated terrace, while drinks are served at
either the comfortable and contemporary
lobby bar, or beside the attractive pool. If the
wonderful beachfront location isn’t enough,
why not enjoy a relaxing massage, finishing
the day watching the sunset from the pool
bar rooftop terrace? Rooms are decorated in
a contemporary style with traditional touches,
and all the rooms offered by The Gambia
Experience enjoy a sea view.

ROOM FACILITIES
• Air-conditioning, twin beds
• Wi-Fi
• Flat-screen television
• Safety deposit box
• Mini-fridge
• Hairdryer
• Shower only

WHAT’S INCLUDED

7 NIGHTS FROM

14 NIGHTS FROM

£1099

£1535

PER PERSON

PER PERSON

PRICING & FLIGHT DETAILS – PAGES 94-97
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FROM PRICES

• House wine, draught beer, local spirits and
soft / hot drinks 10am-11pm
• Buffet breakfast, lunch and dinner
• Afternoon snacks including fresh fruit service,
teatime and ice cream (selected hours)

Families are particularly well catered for
at Sunbeach, with organised daily activities,
including the likes of water aerobics and
volleyball in the pool along with table
tennis and darts. There’s plenty of evening
entertainment to enjoy too, with a live music
and show calendar providing the perfect way
to round off the day.

OUR GUEST’S OPINION
The gardens were beautifully kept. All the staff couldn’t do enough to keep everyone happy.
Nothing was considered a problem and they all wanted to make our stay the best it could be.
Mrs Dryer
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HIGHLY COMMENDED FOR EXCELLENT CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

Kombo Beach Hotel
KOTU, THE GAMBIA
BEACHFRONT | LIVELY | FAMILIES

TRANSFERS: 45 MINUTES
BOARD BASIS: B&B

One of the most popular hotels in The
Gambia, Kombo Beach has an infectious
atmosphere due to its friendly staff, varied
evening entertainment and fantastic position
alongside Kotu Beach. A wonderful base for
couples and families, you can all enjoy the
refreshing pool, enticing sandy beach, and
daytime activities such as water polo and
table tennis.
The guest rooms are spacious and have a
light and airy feel, decorated using neutral
tones. Rooms range from standard through to
suites, so both couples and families of all ages
can enjoy this vibrant hotel.
When the evening rolls in, enjoy a fruity
cocktail or bottle of Julbrew, dine either
buffet-style or à la carte and listen to the
African drumming troupe accompanied by
dancers – or perhaps it will be a local band or
kora player – you’ll discover that each evening
holds a completely different entertainment
experience waiting to be enjoyed.

Standard Room

WHAT WE LOVE

HOTEL FACILITIES
 ool with children’s area, Wi-Fi, TV area in bar,
P
massage and beauty salon (payable locally), three
bars, sports bar featuring live televised sports events,
three restaurants, tennis courts, small outdoor gym,
shops and nurse (not 24hrs).

• The friendly atmosphere, with public areas and restaurants
located close to the free-form pool and beach.
• The beachside decking area – a perfect spot for an early evening
drink whilst enjoying a stunning African sunset.

GOOD TO KNOW

ROOM FACILITIES
 ajority double beds, limited twin beds available (on
M
request and not guaranteed), air-conditioning, Wi-Fi,
mini-fridge, flat-screen television, safety deposit box
(payable locally), hairdryer (on request, subject to
availability).

•Y
 ou can now upgrade to a Pool Side Standard or Sea View
Standard Room for a supplement. Alternative upgraded rooms
are also available, offering additional comfort and space.
• A birdwatching guide, tennis and golf coach are on hand
(local charges apply).

POPULAR ROOM CHOICES
• Pool Side or Sea View Standard Room – all
facilities as Standard Rooms with a better location.
• Superior Room* – slightly larger room situated on
the first floor with extended balcony.
• Premium Room* – larger, ground-floor room
with a spacious patio and sunloungers.
• Studio* – extra-large open-plan room on the
ground floor, with kitchen area and spacious patio.
• Suite* – open-plan lounge area, double bed,
located on the first and second floor with sea view.
* All upgraded rooms include tea and coffee-making facilities,
hairdryers and free safety deposit boxes.

7 NIGHTS FROM

14 NIGHTS FROM

£799

£945

PER PERSON

PER PERSON

PRICING & FLIGHT DETAILS – PAGES 94-97

FROM PRICES

DISTANCE TO BEACH: BEACHFRONT
NUMBER OF ROOMS: 258

OUR GUEST’S OPINION
Friendly and calm environment. Service was very good,
and the location was attractive, plus the beach was excellent.
Miss Annetts
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CERTIFICATE OF EXCELLENCE FOR OUTSTANDING CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

Superior Room

WHAT WE LOVE
•	The central location – a stone’s throw from the bars and
restaurants of ‘The Strip’, making it an ideal base for a holiday
all year round.
•	The choice of pools – either lively right next to the
replenished beach, or closer to reception; both have
restaurants serving lunch for your convenience.

GOOD TO KNOW
•	The gardens are full of birdlife and other wildlife,
including Green Vervet and Red Colobus monkeys.
Don’t miss the daily vulture feeding display at 11:30am.

Senegambia Beach Hotel
BEACHFRONT | GROUPS | LIVELY

HOTEL FACILITIES
Two swimming pools, children’s playground, three
bars, Dormordula Restaurant for buffet breakfast and
dinner, all-day dining in Lekukai Restaurant, Wi-Fi,
bank, hotel shops, nurse (limited hours), hairdresser/
beauty salon (privately owned), mini-market, tennis,
water sports (privately owned, payable locally),
vulture feeding daily, evening entertainment.

ROOM FACILITIES
Twin or double beds, air-conditioning, Wi-Fi, safety
deposit box (payable locally), television, mini-fridge.

POPULAR ROOM CHOICES

7 NIGHTS FROM

14 NIGHTS FROM

£849

£1085

PER PERSON

PER PERSON
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FROM PRICES

• Superior Room – refurbished standard rooms
with free safety deposit box and Wi-Fi, located in
the garden or main building.
• Studio – lounge and separate double bedroom
with Wi-Fi, and tea & coffee-making facilities.
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DISTANCE TO BEACH: BEACHFRONT
NUMBER OF ROOMS: 364
TRANSFERS: 40 MINUTES
BOARD BASIS: B&B

KOLOLI, THE GAMBIA

Located in the heart of the bustling resort of
Kololi, Senegambia is The Gambia’s largest
hotel. Its extensive grounds and careful
design allow this hotel to offer its guests the
best of both worlds – vibrant and exciting
entertainment, and also a laid-back, relaxing
atmosphere.

These same gardens also provide a multitude
of wildlife opportunities, from colourful birds
and vervet monkeys through to monitor
lizards and vultures, who come to the lawns
each morning to be fed – an experience not
to be missed.

Senegambia boasts two separate pools,
one located by the beach where you can
enjoy music and organised games, and a
remodelled free-form pool in the tropical
gardens, with the adjacent Lekukai restaurant
offering all-day dining.
Dotted throughout the extensive, lush
gardens is where you’ll find the majority
of the guest rooms, located in two-storey
buildings and decorated using neutral tones
and wooden furniture. Superior rooms are
particularly popular, so we would suggest
booking early.

OUR GUEST’S OPINION
There is nothing to dislike about this hotel,
that is why we return year after year.
Mrs Lepota
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Ocean Bay Hotel
CAPE POINT, THE GAMBIA
BEACHFRONT | LIVELY | COUPLES

WHAT WE LOVE
•	The great variety of activities on offer, including table tennis,
darts, water aerobics and a range of massage and beauty
treatments (payable locally).
•	The beach outside the hotel is one of the best in The Gambia.

GOOD TO KNOW
•	Our prices are based on deluxe rooms which offer a better
quality of accommodation with a private balcony, plus tea and
coffee-making facilities are included and replenished daily.

A well-established hotel boasting a friendly
atmosphere and a fantastic beachfront
location, Ocean Bay Hotel has long been a
favourite of holiday-makers in The Gambia.
The large pool area remains a real focal point
for activities and evening entertainment,
surrounded by decking with sunloungers and
parasols, and a separate shaded seating area.
The pool bar with pizza oven also provides
an inviting lunchtime snack.
You’ll discover an air of tranquillity throughout
the hotel’s lush, well-maintained gardens, while
the beach that sits beside Ocean Bay is one
of the finest in The Gambia. Its broad golden
sweep of sand stretches on endlessly, providing
the perfect place to enjoy the warm West
African sunshine.
The hotel’s reception and bar area provides
a beautifully light and airy space in which to
relax, defined by white washed walls and
exposed beams. Rooms are well equipped
and located in two-storey buildings within
the tranquil gardens. Our prices are based on
the larger Deluxe rooms boasting a private
balcony, situated close to the ocean.

TRANSFERS: 45 MINUTES
BOARD BASIS: B&B

HOTEL FACILITIES
• Pool with children’s area
• 3 bars, 2 restaurants
• Wi-Fi
• Massage & beauty centre (privately owned)
• Daytime activities and evening entertainment
(winter only)

ROOM FACILITIES
• Twin beds
• Air-conditioning
• Safety deposit box
• Wi-Fi
• Mini-bar
• Flat-screen television
• Hairdryer

POPULAR ROOM UPGRADES
• Deluxe Sea View Room – located closest to
the sea.
• Suite – double bedroom and separate living room
with sofa bed and tea & coffee-making facilities.
Bathroom is off the living room.

7 NIGHTS FROM

14 NIGHTS FROM

£899

£1149

PER PERSON

PER PERSON

PRICING & FLIGHT DETAILS – PAGES 94-97

FROM PRICES

DISTANCE TO BEACH: BEACHFRONT
NUMBER OF ROOMS: 195

OUR EXPERT OPINION
I absolutely loved the beach area, seeing the local life and
market stalls of Cape Point. There are some fantastic restaurants only
a short taxi drive away and the massage at the hotel was amazing!
Carla – Reservations Team Leader
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HIGHLY COMMENDED FOR EXCELLENT CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

Standard Room

WHAT WE LOVE
•The nature walk and bird deck overlooking Kotu stream.
• The restaurants – a choice of simple, Gambian cuisine at Boss
Lady or à la carte dining at Captain’s Table, plus a half board
option within the hotel.

GOOD TO KNOW

Bakotu Hotel

DISTANCE TO BEACH: 100M
NUMBER OF ROOMS: 80
TRANSFERS: 45 MINUTES
BOARD BASIS: B&B

KOTU, THE GAMBIA
SMALL & FRIENDLY | TRANQUIL | BIRDWATCHING

HOTEL FACILITIES
• Swimming pool with terrace (no beach or pool
towels provided)
• Pool bar
• Wi-Fi in bar (connection may be erratic)
• 3 restaurants
• Limited safety deposit boxes (prebook or payable
locally)
• Mini-market
• Continental breakfast served to your table plus a
hot dish option

ROOM FACILITIES
• Twin or double beds (double beds possible in
non air-conditioned rooms only)
• Fridge (prebook or payable locally)
• Fan (prebook or payable locally)

POPULAR ROOM CHOICES

7 NIGHTS FROM

14 NIGHTS FROM

£799

£975

PER PERSON

PER PERSON
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FROM PRICES

• Air-conditioned Room (twin beds only)
• Family Room – with double bed and bunk beds

A family-run hotel blessed by its own quiet
charm and defined by tranquillity and a
friendly atmosphere, Bakotu is a haven in
the heart of bustling Kotu. While the hotel
is a well-kept secret to many, Chris Packham
has certainly discovered the serenity that
Bakotu is characterised by, and stays here
whenever he visits The Gambia.

•C
 hris Packham stays at Bakotu whenever he visits The Gambia
and thinks of it as his ‘home from home’. He says: ‘Bakotu Hotel
is like my second home. It’s peaceful, the staff are so friendly, it has
a range of restaurants in and around, and its extensive gardens are
home to a great range of birds - not forgetting the monkeys, bats
and tortoises! I think it’s the perfect place to wake up and connect
with The Gambia’s wildlife’.

When it comes to rooms, an unpretentious
and comfortable design awaits you, each
facing the tropical gardens; they are set in
single or two-storey buildings which are
punctuated by lush, cool walkways.

The emphasis at this hotel is all on relaxation,
and you won’t find any loud music or
organised pool games here. It’s set back from
the beach, which is easily accessible for those
seeking to feel the sand between their toes,
but still enjoys beautiful natural surroundings.
At the back of the hotel you’ll discover a
seating area set beneath towering trees,
and here you can observe vervet monkeys,
monitor lizards and upwards of 50 species
of bird.

OUR EXPERT OPINION
A birdwatcher’s paradise. The hotel is very tranquil and I loved
the viewing platform offering uninterrupted views out to Kotu creek.
Danielle – Reservations
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SE
N

The hotel is established as an all-inclusive
resort, with a varied entertainment
programme. Meals are primarily buffet style
in the elevated Crematata restaurant where
breakfast is also served, offering a comfortable
dining space with exterior terrace. Lunch and
afternoon snacks are generally taken by the
pool where you can relax whilst enjoying the
ocean views.
A stay here is further enhanced by the
comfortable sea-facing rooms; why not
choose one of the popular upgrades?

7 NIGHTS FROM

14 NIGHTS FROM

£1189

£1669

PER PERSON

PER PERSON
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FROM PRICES

Deluxe Sea View Room

With its beautiful grounds and natural beach,
a stay at Labranda Coral Beach will be one of
relaxation; and don’t forget to visit the clifftop
spa complete with sauna, steam room and
outdoor cabanas to enhance your sense
of rejuvenation.

DISTANCE TO BEACH: BEACHFRONT
NUMBER OF ROOMS: 181
TRANSFERS: 40 MINUTES
BOARD BASIS: ALL-INCLUSIVE

HOTEL FACILITIES
• Large swimming pool
• Children’s pool and play area
• 2 restaurants
• Fitness and spa facilities (payable locally)
• Pool bar plus lobby bar with free Wi-Fi

ROOM FACILITIES
• Twin and double beds
• Air-conditioning
• Safety deposit box, hairdryer
• Wi-Fi, satellite television
• Tea & coffee-making facilities

WHAT’S INCLUDED
• L ocal beer, house wine and local spirits plus
selected soft and hot drinks 9am-11pm
• Full board – buffet breakfast, lunch and dinner
• Afternoon snacks 4-6pm

Royal Horizon Baobab Hotel
LA SOMONE, SENEGAL
BEACHFRONT | LUXURY | ALL-INCLUSIVE

WHAT WE LOVE

An elegant all-inclusive hotel set between
the lagoon of La Somone and a white sandy
beach, this resort promises holidaymakers a
memorable and fun-filled break in Senegal.

•	The spa, with its elevated position, separate
pool and ocean-facing treatment rooms.

GOOD TO KNOW

Set within tropical gardens, this beautiful
resort offers its guests the choice to spend
their days unwinding by the one of the two
pools or getting involved in more active
pursuits, such as aqua aerobics, windsurfing
or even scuba diving lessons. The guest
rooms can be found in the main building and
dotted around the grounds, some boasting
wonderful ocean views, but all enjoying
traditional African décor and a great variety
of facilities. During the evenings, it’s time to
enjoy an aperitif whilst watching the sun set
before sampling the fantastic mixed cuisine,
with a choice of two restaurants on offer.

•	The beautiful grounds are extensive offering
plenty of space to relax; upgraded rooms
may be located some distance away from
reception and public areas.

7 NIGHTS FROM

14 NIGHTS FROM

£1245

£1649

PER PERSON

PER PERSON

PRICING & FLIGHT DETAILS – PAGES 94-97
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FROM PRICES

Enjoying one of the most remarkable locations
of any hotel in The Gambia, Coral Beach
boasts a picturesque beachfront setting that
overlooks a quiet and inviting stretch of sand
along the Brufut coastline. The grounds are
extensive and equally attractive, dominated
by towering baobabs and gently waving palms
that rustle in the welcome coastal breeze.

L

BEACHFRONT | SPA | ALL-INCLUSIVE

A

BRUFUT, THE GAMBIA

EG

Labranda Coral Beach Resort

Although rest and relaxation are easily
achieved at the Royal Horizon, there’s also
the opportunity to head to the lagoon in
search of some 150 species of bird. With
flamingos and pelicans commonly sighted,
it’s a wonderful opportunity for both keen
twitchers and those new to birdwatching to
enjoy the local wildlife.

DISTANCE TO BEACH: BEACHFRONT
NUMBER OF ROOMS: 257
TRANSFERS: FROM DIASS (30 MINUTES)
BOARD BASIS: ALL-INCLUSIVE

HOTEL FACILITIES
• 2 swimming pools (with children’s pools)
• 5 bars
• 2 restaurants plus beach restaurant (buffet lunch only)
• Massage salon (payable locally)
• Wi-Fi in public areas
• Tennis and squash courts, water sports, archery

ROOM FACILITIES
Air-conditioning, bathroom with shower & separate
wc, hairdryer, satellite television, safety deposit box
(payable locally), mini-bar (payable locally)

POPULAR ROOM CHOICES
• Ocean Front Room – larger room with fantastic
sea view and direct access to the beach.

WHAT WE LOVE
•	Stepping from the terrace of your Ocean
Front Room directly onto the soft, white
sand (we highly recommend this upgrade).
•	The lagoon next-door offering possibilities for
boat excursions to view the amazing birdlife.

GOOD TO KNOW
•	The all-inclusive buffet is very extensive,
however you can also choose to eat in the à
la carte restaurant with nothing extra to pay.
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Sunset Beach Hotel
KOTU, THE GAMBIA
WINTER ALL-INCLUSIVE | FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE

Enjoying two free-form beachfront pools as
well as a waterfront bar and restaurant, the
design of Sunset Beach is appealingly modern,
with its mix of muted and vibrant colours
adding to the contemporary feel. Situated
between the beach and neighbouring Kotu
Stream, it’s easy to simply relax and enjoy the
Gambian sunshine with a drink in hand.

KOTU, THE GAMBIA
SELF-CATERING | BEACHFRONT | SINGLES

As our main self-catering property in
The Gambia, a stay at Bungalow Beach
offers guests a comfortable base from which
to enjoy both the highlights of this beautiful
destination and its varied cuisine. Set along
Kotu’s expanse of sandy beach, you can find
plenty of places to relax on the golden sands
or around the hotel’s refreshing pool, with
the recent addition of modern-style
sunloungers.

7 NIGHTS FROM

14 NIGHTS FROM

£819

£995

PER PERSON

PER PERSON
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FROM PRICES

The apartments at ‘BB’ (as it’s known by
its many regular visitors), are arranged in
two-storey blocks surrounded by tranquil,
well-kept gardens, with each including a
small kitchenette, fridge, lounge/diner and
separate bedroom. There’s a minimarket
just outside the gate, so you can pick up
some staple bits and pieces, plus there’s a
restaurant at the hotel for your convenience.
Kotu offers a small selection of bars and
restaurants, however just a short taxi ride
will take you to the bustling resort of Kololi.
Here, you can discover many more, serving
all manner of cuisine.

DISTANCE TO BEACH: BEACHFRONT
NUMBER OF ROOMS: 114
TRANSFERS: 45 MINUTES
BOARD BASIS: SELF-CATERING

HOTEL FACILITIES
• Pool with separate children’s pool
• Two bars
• Restaurant
• Wi-Fi in public areas
• Massage parlour (privately owned)
• Small children’s playground
• Safety deposit boxes in reception (payable locally)

ROOM FACILITIES

7 NIGHTS FROM

14 NIGHTS FROM

£1099

£1525

PER PERSON

PER PERSON
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FROM PRICES

Bungalow Beach Aparthotel

The rooms and apartments include airconditioning as standard and are arranged in
either single or two-storey buildings within
the lovingly tended tropical gardens. The bar
and restaurant where buffet meals are served
offer fantastic ocean views, particularly as the
sun sets. With a range of daytime activities
and evening entertainment on offer during
winter, Sunset Beach offers all the beauty
of an all-inclusive hotel yet with an intimate
atmosphere that is hard or resist. For those
wishing to venture outside the hotel, Kotu
Stream is a fantastic spot for birdwatchers and
a craft market, golf course and local bars can
be found within walking distance.

DISTANCE TO BEACH: BEACHFRONT
NUMBER OF ROOMS: 97
TRANSFERS: 45 MINUTES
BOARD BASIS: ALL-INCLUSIVE

HOTEL FACILITIES
• 2 swimming pools with sun terraces
• Restaurant and bar
• Gift shop / mini-market
• Massage treatments (payable locally)
• Wi-Fi in public areas
• Table tennis, darts, water aerobics, French boules

ROOM FACILITIES
• Twin or double beds
• Air-conditioning
• Fridge
• Television
• Safety deposit box

WHAT WE LOVE
•	The location close to Kotu Stream, making
it an ideal base for birdwatchers.

GOOD TO KNOW
•	Sunset Beach is open year round, operating
as an all-inclusive hotel from November to
April with traditional bed and breakfast only
during summer months.
•	The course of Kotu Stream can be erratic
so beach access may at times be affected,
however there’s a great connection
between the hotel pool area and the beach
it overlooks.

• Separate bedroom with twin beds (not single rooms)
•K
 itchenette in lounge/dining area with electric
rings and fridge
• Simple welcome pack plus daily fresh bread
• F ans and air-conditioning (on request at a supplement)

POPULAR ROOM CHOICES
• S ea View Apartment
• Deluxe Apartment – includes air-conditioning
and a television

WHAT WE LOVE
•	The freedom of having self-catering facilities,
with the bonus of a welcome pack.

GOOD TO KNOW
•	Smaller, open-plan single rooms are
available with no supplement.
Air-conditioning is not available, only a fan.
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BEST CUSTOMER SERVICE AWARD

HIGHLY COMMENDED FOR EXCELLENT CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

Lemon Creek Hotel
BIJILO, THE GAMBIA
TRANQUIL | BEACHFRONT | VIEWS

Boasting superb views across bougainvillea
and palm-filled tropical gardens and down to
the ocean, Lemon Creek has a distinct quiet
charm about it. Its fantastic location along the
golden sands of Bijilo Beach make it a superb
choice for beach lovers, where you can take
a stroll or relax on the sunloungers whilst
listening to the waves lap the shore.
Within the grounds, a uniquely shaped pool
can be found hidden amongst towering
palms, which offers a wonderful sense of
seclusion, and multiple pockets of sunlight
and shade.

7 NIGHTS FROM

14 NIGHTS FROM

£799

£925

PER PERSON

PER PERSON
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Lemon Creek’s guest rooms are arranged in
blocks which are dotted around the grounds,
with double beds (some four poster), and a
terrace or balcony so you can make the most
of the beautiful garden and sea views.
To finish off your day, the hotel’s restaurant
offers simple yet tasty food in a relaxed
atmosphere, and for those wanting to sample
a wider variety of cuisine, the busy resort
of Kololi is easily reached for the best of
both worlds.

DISTANCE TO BEACH: BEACHFRONT
NUMBER OF ROOMS: 55
TRANSFERS: 30 MINUTES
BOARD BASIS: B&B

HOTEL FACILITIES
• Swimming pool with pool bar
• Gift shop
• Massage facilities (payable locally)
• Wi-Fi
• Restaurant
• Occasional evening entertainment

ROOM FACILITIES
Majority double beds, limited twin beds on request,
air-conditioning (at a supplement), safety deposit box,
mini-fridge, television, fan, mosquito net, balcony or
terrace

POPULAR ROOM CHOICES
• Superior Room – a larger standard room.
Rooms with full sea view available at a supplement.

African Village

DISTANCE TO BEACH: OCEANFRONT
NUMBER OF ROOMS: 73
TRANSFERS: 45 MINUTES
BOARD BASIS: B&B

BAKAU, THE GAMBIA
SMALL & FRIENDLY | GROUPS

WHAT WE LOVE
•	The elevated location offers wonderful views
out over the gardens and beach beyond.

Enjoying a good reputation with its many loyal
customers, African Village is renowned for its
relaxed and intimate atmosphere, as well as
its elevated location overlooking the ocean
and friendly staff. Set close to the community
of Bakau, the hotel also serves as a brilliant
base for gaining a distinctly African experience
during your holiday.

•	It’s only a short taxi ride to Kololi for a wide
choice of bars and restaurants.

GOOD TO KNOW
•	It’s possible to pre-book air-conditioning
which we would recommend in particular
between May and November.

The simple rooms range from small and
comfortable African round huts to larger
rooms that enjoy stunning sea views. The
compact gardens are well kept, with the focal
point being the restaurant and free-form pool
area, served by friendly and enthusiastic staff.
The restaurant boasts an impressive elevated
location, and there’s no better way of ending
a day in The Gambia than watching the sun
set across the ocean with a drink in hand.

7 NIGHTS FROM

14 NIGHTS FROM

£699

£845

PER PERSON

PER PERSON
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FROM PRICES

OUR GUEST’S OPINION...
Although life and accommodation at the
African Village is simple, I cannot fault the
friendliness and hospitality of the hotel.
Second to none.
Mr Murphy

HOTEL FACILITIES
• Pool with bar
• Man-made sunbathing area
• Restaurant and bar
• Massage room (privately owned, payable locally)
• Safe facilities in reception (payable locally)
• Wi-Fi (public areas only)
• Small shop

ROOM FACILITIES
• Twin beds (small number of double beds available)
• Fan
• Fridge on request in advance (payable locally)

POPULAR ROOM CHOICE
• Sea View Room – larger room which enjoys a
fantastic sea view.

WHAT WE LOVE
•	The fishing village location offers opportunities
to witness African life close to the hotel.

GOOD TO KNOW
•	Sea view rooms offer fantastic views
directly overlooking the ocean, so it’s
worth considering an upgrade.
•	A sand-covered platform lies at the water’s
edge, ideal for sun worshippers.
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More Online at
gambia.co.uk
Within a printed brochure we’re unfortunately not able to feature every single one of our hand-picked properties in detail – this is
where our website is invaluable.

We’re always looking to expand and improve
our programme, and we update the website

CAPE POINT HOTEL

PALM BEACH HOTEL

KEUR SALOUM

Kololi, The Gambia
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throughout the year, but in order to stay
on top of any new and exciting information,
we recommend you sign up to our email
newsletter, which you can do by visiting
gambia.co.uk/enews

SE

hotels also feature on our comprehensive
Gambia Blog. Our website allows you to
book 24 hours a day, and we showcase a
variety of personally selected holiday ideas to
help you with your travel inspiration.

IA

Our website hosts a treasure trove of honest
and up-to-date information about all our
accommodation, providing plenty of detail to
enable you to envisage what a holiday there
might look like. You’ll be able to access the
latest prices, customer reviews and a wide
variety of photography, and many of our

LA PAILLOTE VILLAGE HOTEL
Casamance, Senegal

Sine Saloum South, Senegal
Located in the heart of the vibrant resort
of Kololi and just a short walk from a long
stretch of sandy beach, Sunu had a facelift
in 2018 and offers its guests a fantastic
base for a Gambia holiday. ‘The Strip’
offers a good selection of shops, bars and
restaurants right on your doorstep, making
it easy to indulge in all manner of cuisines
with no effort whatsoever. Sunu also has
a good-sized, inviting pool for cooling off
during the heat of the day, along with a
snack bar, so you can enjoy lunch by the
pool.
gambia.co.uk/sun

A small, family-run property with simple
but spacious guest rooms, Cape Point
boasts a lovely location just steps from one
of the destination’s best stretches of sandy
coastline. There’s a good-sized pool for
refreshing dips throughout the day, and the
friendly staff will make you feel welcome
as soon as you arrive for your holiday.
Regular entertainment during winter is
fantastic for families, and for those looking
to head out and explore a little, there’s a
popular craft market nearby and Calypso
Beach Bar, where you can enjoy a leisurely
lunch and look out for crocodiles!

With friendly staff and a wonderful
beachfront setting, Palm Beach is a lively
hotel with an inviting swimming pool,
ideal for a good-value winter sun holiday
and especially popular with groups. The
grounds are filled with flourishing plants
providing a lovely tropical feel throughout,
and the guest rooms are found in blocks
throughout the grounds. From Palm Beach
you can walk to the resort of Kotu to
enjoy birdwatching opportunities at Kotu
Stream or perhaps you’d like to explore
the local craft market and barter for some
handmade souvenirs?

gambia.co.uk/cph

gambia.co.uk/pb

Overlooking the river, this peaceful retreat
boasts a traditional African feel, with
birdwatching, boat trips and fishing popular
pastimes for guests. If it’s pure relaxation
you’re looking for, Keur Saloum ticks the
boxes, with its pool providing respite
from the heat. The panoramic terrace is
another lovely place to relax and soak up
the surrounding river views, and after a
hard day unwinding, you can retire to your
guest room; one of a selection of thatched
huts dotted throughout plush gardens,
further adding to the hotel’s authenticity.
Alternatively, why not upgrade to a
riverside suite?
gambia.co.uk/ks
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A stylish hotel with a superb riverfront
setting, Les Palétuviers is a great choice
for those looking to relax or explore the
local area by boat. From the refreshing
two-tier circular pool to the colourful and
quirky restaurant, holidaymakers are ideally
placed to completely relax and rejuvenate.
The guest rooms come in the form of
authentic African huts boasting stylish
interiors, or for those looking to upgrade
their holiday further, why not choose to
stay in the Baobab Suite, a beautiful and
modern treehouse overlooking the river?
gambia.co.uk/lp

Overlooking a beautiful palm-lined white
sand beach, this tropical paradise is simply
idyllic for those in search of excellent
French cuisine, rest and relaxation.
Amongst the stunning gardens you’ll
discover two restaurants and two bars,
one of which is located on the beach, all
offering mouth-watering refreshments for
guests. If you’d like to spend some time
being active, there’s a tennis court and
table tennis, or you can hire bodyboards
to get out on the waves. If you can tear
yourself away from this wonderful oasis, a
great pastime is to head out and explore in
and around Cap Skirring, the local village.
gambia.co.uk/lpvh
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you
You can hire one of our smaller properties
exclusively for your wedding party when you
opt to get married in The Gambia.

Did you know we can also arrange private transfers,
upgraded flights, flowers, champagne, cakes and other
extra touches to make your occasion even more special?

Special Occasions
The Gambia is definitely worth consideration when it comes to
choosing a fabulous location for a special occasion. Whatever the
celebration, you can choose from the very best rooms in the very
best hotels, further blessed by the most breathtaking of locations,
promising to deliver the holiday of your dreams.
GETTING MARRIED IN THE GAMBIA
Offering excellent value for money and some stunning settings to take advantage
of, The Gambia is a fantastic place to get married. Our wedding planners have
arranged over 100 weddings to date in The Gambia, including various budgets
and party sizes. Our planners are devoted to finding the perfect location for
you and your guests, ensuring they help to make your occasion truly special.
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THE HONEYMOON OF A LIFETIME
The Gambia and neighbouring Senegal both promise to be exotic, diverse
and memorable honeymoon destinations. Offering an accommodation
collection to suit all tastes, from luxurious relaxation and indulgence to
unique cultural and wildlife experiences – we’re ready to help you create
a tailor-made honeymoon that you’ll treasure for the rest of your lives.
Some of our favourite honeymoon locations:
Macondo Pool Suite – Ngala Lodge (pg 38-41)
Relax and enjoy the luxury of your own private plunge pool at this
stunning, adult-only boutique hotel.
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Floating Lodge – Mandina Lodges (pg 52-55)
Sleep in a magical four-poster bed in a unique lodge floating on the
river, in the heart of the African bush surrounded by wildlife.
Beach House – Coco Ocean Resort & Spa (pg 42-43)
Make your celebrations extra special by indulging in a range of
incredible spa treatments at this striking beachfront property.

Ngala Lo

dge, Mac

ondo Pool

Safari Tent – Fathala Wildlife Reserve (pg 56-57)
Settle into your stunning, luxurious and air-conditioned safari
tent set in a wildlife reserve in Senegal, home to rhino, giraffes
and zebras.

Suite

Coco Oce

an Spa

For more information and to download a brochure,
visit gambia.co.uk/weddings or email our wedding /
honeymoon co-ordinators at weddings@gambia.co.uk
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Pool Room – African Princess Beach Hotel (pg 66-67)
Why not indulge a little more during your beach escape
and upgrade to a swim-up guest room at this recently built,
contemporary hotel?

We had a fabulous and very memorable honeymoon in
West Africa. Highlights included waking up in our floating river
lodge at Mandina, getting close to the animals, including a
rhinoceros at Fathala Wildlife Reserve – what a thrill – before
ending our stay by the beach at the lovely clifftop boutique
hotel, Ngala Lodge – the perfect multi-centre combination.

Kathryn Burrington – Guest

G r o u p Tr a v e l
to The Gambia

Wo r k i n g Po s i t i v e l y
for The Gambia

We’re aware that groups may have different
requirements to those of other holidaymakers,
that’s why we’re dedicated to offering a wide range
of services, including arranging flights, accommodation,
transportation and resort excursions especially for
travelling groups, whatever the size.

Over the years, we’ve helped with many worthwhile projects in The
Gambia, and here’s an insight into the work we’re currently doing…

Whether you’re interested in African life, education, sport, wildlife
or charitable work, we have the knowledge and expertise to
tailor-make your perfect itinerary. Our dedicated group co-ordinators
can advise and assist you before you head off on your trip, whilst our
knowledgeable staff in resort can offer you support and assistance
throughout your stay.
Our complimentary group service includes:
• Competitive prices
•	Free places year round – from one free place for every six
paying passengers booking a package*
• Flexibility with deposits and administration charges
• Subsidised leader familiarisation trips*
• Group leader pack – containing useful information
• Free Gambia guide book
• Pre-booked seats together and dedicated check-in at Gatwick airport*
• Local representative services and mobile phone use* (on request)
For more details on what we can offer and the free places available for your
travel dates, visit gambia.co.uk/groups or call our dedicated groups team on
01489 866 912.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT FUND
The Community Development Fund is a charitable
venture set up by our staff, with the aim to not only
raise funds to help Gambian communities but to also
empower these communities to help themselves in
the long term.
We currently work in partnership with ComAfrique Inversol Initiative (CII) on
their ‘Light up a Village’ project, which brings much needed solar power to rural
villages in The Gambia. By supporting ‘Light up a Village,’ we not only provide
villages with safe, solar lighting, help the families using these lights to save money
but also help to raise capital for the local community to reinvest in their village.
In 2018-19, with the support of our customers, we helped provide 2,600 solar
lights in a further eight Gambian villages, comprising almost 3,000 Gambians.
Find out more at gambia.co.uk/cdf
HOW YOU CAN DONATE
•	Give a personal donation, which we will match for any Gambia
Experience guest.
•	Buy your malaria medication through Lloyds Pharmacy, who make
an 8% donation per purchase.
•	Complete your online questionnaire. For every 100 completed,
we donate £10.
• Use easyfundraising.org.uk when shopping online.

*Terms and conditions apply

POPULAR GROUP HOTELS
Here’s a selection of some of our most popular properties for groups:
African Village (pg 83) / Palm Beach Hotel (pg 84)
Great value for money hotels with simple and convenient facilities.
Kombo Beach Hotel (pg 70-71) / Senegambia Beach Hotel (pg 72-73)
Lively hotels with ample facilities.
Ocean Bay Hotel (pg 74-75) / The Kairaba (pg 64-65)
Quality higher grade hotels that have conference facilities.
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CHARITY DIRECTORY
We recognise that many individuals and organisations undertake
excellent work for supporting The Gambia and its people. We
believe sharing knowledge, experience and resources provides the
best support for these organisations, hence we’ve set up a charity
directory to act as a hub.
To get involved or learn more, visit gambia.co.uk/charitydirectory
PROTECTING THE GAMBIA
We’re aware that even though tourism can bring many benefits
to developing countries, it can also adversely affect them,
both environmentally and socially. With the support of our
customers, we constantly endeavour to protect The Gambia’s
natural beauty, wildlife and culture, so that future generations
can continue to enjoy them. Information on our top tips for
responsible travel can be found on page 23.
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Good to know
In order to help you plan your visit we have compiled a short A-Z of useful information about our holidays to The
Gambia and Senegal. You’ll find a wealth of further information relating to these and other subjects on our website,
or alternatively, you can make the most of the first-hand knowledge of our staff.

AIRPORT HOTELS, CAR PARKING
AND LOUNGES
We can offer a range of airport hotels with
or without parking to suit all budgets. We
can also pre-book business lounges at all our
UK airports and the air-conditioned First Class
Lounge in Banjul Airport. To make a booking
please call our staff or visit gambia.co.uk/
holidayextras
BOOK WITH CONFIDENCE
The Gambia Experience is a trade name of
Serenity Holidays Limited. Most of the holidays
and flights in this brochure are ATOL protected
by the Civil Aviation Authority. Our ATOL
number is 1866. Please see page 3 or our
Terms and Conditions for more information.

holiday. Infants under 2 years on return to
the UK are charged a fee of £45 to cover
administration costs but are generally not
allocated a luggage allowance (some airlines
offer10kg) or a seat on the aircraft.
CHECK-IN
For all flights to Banjul please check in at least
two hours prior to the departure time shown
on your tickets (three hours from Banjul)
except when travelling in our Star Class during
winter, which is 90 minutes. Our airport
representative will be at the check-in desk to
assist with any queries that may arise. If you’re
collecting a ticket on departure, please allow
sufficient time to pick up your documents.

We’re also members of ABTA, ABTOT and
AITO. AITO is the Association for independent
and specialist holiday companies. Member
companies, usually owner-managed, strive
to create overseas holidays with high levels
of professionalism and a shared concern
for quality and personal service as well
as sustainable tourism. The Association
encourages the highest standards in all aspects
of tour operating. See page 92 for the AITO
Quality Charter.

CURRENCY
The Gambia’s currency is the dalasi (62 dalasi
to £1 in March 2019). Travellers’ Cheques
are not accepted, although credit cards may
be and conversion to US dollars is now used;
please check with individual hotels (surcharges
will apply). Visa debit cards may be accepted
at ATMs. The currency in Senegal is the West
African CFA franc but euros are also accepted
in hotels (fixed rate of €1 = 656 CFA franc).

CHILD AND INFANT DISCOUNTS
To qualify for a child discount, children must
be between 2 and 12 years old on return to
the UK. They must share a room with two
adults paying brochure price. Air Passenger
Duty of £78 per child aged 15 or under will
also be deducted from the price of your

EXCESS LUGGAGE
Airlines are very strict about luggage allowance
and only consider limited requests for an
increased allowance from registered charities.
If you’re carrying more than your allocated
amount you’ll have to pay an excess luggage
charge at check-in (approximately £15 per kg)
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and we cannot guarantee that the airline will
accept all your luggage. If you do have a large
amount of luggage, we can advise on sending
it by freight.
FLIGHT DELAYS
Occasionally, despite the best efforts of all
concerned, flights are delayed for reasons
beyond our control. In the event that such
a delay occurs, we’ll always do our best to
provide a snack or meal when appropriate
and in the case of an overnight delay, provide
accommodation, although this may not be
your holiday accommodation.
FOREIGN OFFICE TRAVEL ADVICE
We are working with the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office to do all that we can
to help British travellers stay safe overseas.
Their website at Gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice
is packed with essential tips, travel advice and
up-to-date country specific information.
GAMBIA TOURISM BOARD
Visit their website at visitthegambia.gm
HOLIDAY QUESTIONNAIRE
To help us improve our service and ensure
standards are maintained, we would be
most grateful if you’d complete our online
questionnaire which will be sent to you by
email on your return. We will donate £10
to The Gambia Experience Community
Development Fund for every 100 completed
questionnaires received.

LANGUAGE
The official language in The Gambia is English,
and in Senegal it’s French. In both countries
tribal languages are also spoken, these include
Mandinka and Wolof.
MEDICATION
No inoculations are compulsory if travelling
from the EU, although you will be required
to show a yellow fever certificate when
passing between The Gambia and Senegal.
You should consult your doctor or travel clinic
before booking, who will recommend certain
medication especially for malaria prevention,
which can also be purchased online. All
medicines should be carried in hand luggage.
PASSPORTS AND VISAS
A full, valid British passport is required for
entry into The Gambia and Senegal, valid
for the duration of your stay in The Gambia,
and for Senegal, this should be valid for at
least three months on entry – there may be
a small charge at the border between The
Gambia and Senegal. If you need to apply for
a passport, do so at least 12 weeks before
departure. For other nationalities, call our
office for details. For long stay holidays in
The Gambia, travellers must have their
passport stamped by the Immigration Office
every 28 days up to a maximum of 90 days
and pay a fee of approximately 1000 dalasi.
PRICES AND SURCHARGES
Our prices are based on the cost of fuel as
of 5th January 2019. If the cost of fuel does
rise, we may be forced to introduce a fuel
surcharge to cover the increased costs to
us. In the event of any other security costs
or taxes being levied, there may also be an
increase in prices printed in this brochure,
please see section 13 of our Terms and
Conditions on page 99 for more details.

The publication date of this brochure is 12th
April 2019; prices will be superseded by any
subsequent editions of this brochure.
REQUESTS
If you have any requests for your
accommodation or flights, please ensure
they’re requested at the time of booking.
We shall be pleased to pass your request
to the airline or hotel, however we cannot
guarantee that they’ll be met and they do not
form part of your booking.
ROOM CHECK-IN AND OUT TIMES
The standard international practice is to let
rooms from midday to midday, however times
do vary. Check-in times are usually between
2pm and 3pm, check-out times between
11am and 12 noon on the day of departure.
SAFETY ON HOLIDAY
The safety of our customers on holiday is our
prime consideration. We request that all hotels
comply with local regulations applicable in their
country, but it’s important to be aware that
they sometimes don’t match the standards we
have in the UK for health and safety. We’re
committed to working with our partners to
identity areas where safety can be improved.
We’d encourage our customers to talk to
other members in their party about the need
to take care when travelling abroad and to be
aware of the possible risks. To help with this,
please refer to our website.
SENEGAL EMBASSY
39 Marloes Road, London W8 6LA
Telephone: 0207 938 4048
TICKETS
These can be expected two weeks prior
to your date of travel together with your

accommodation voucher, luggage labels and
our Gambia guide book for clients taking
accommodation, which we hope you find
useful. Your actual flight timings will be those
shown on your tickets; please check them
and all your holiday documentation carefully
as soon as you receive them and contact us
immediately should you have any queries. In
addition, please check your return flight details
with your representative or our resort office.
TIME DIFFERENCE
No difference in time except April to October
when the UK is one hour ahead, due to
British Summer Time.
TRANSFERS
Standard transfers are shared and will be in
coaches or minibuses; they may not be direct
to your hotel, however please contact us if
you’d like to arrange a private transfer for
your party (included for Star Plus passengers).
Transfer times from the airport to your hotel
in The Gambia generally take no longer than
an hour (depending on traffic); these will be
longer to Senegal and may include a ferry
crossing. For more details see individual hotel
pages.
Private transfers: We’re unable to include
private transfers as standard within our
holiday packages due to a shortage of suitable
vehicles in The Gambia, unless you’re flying
in Star Plus (see page 95). However, on
request we can organise private transfers to
your accommodation in either air-conditioned
saloon cars, 4WD vehicles or minibuses for
£40 per car each way to / from the airport
(maximum four, larger parties please call for
prices). There’s an additional supplement for
Unique Collection hotel private transfers.
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Our superior service

FA Q s F r e q u e n t l y a s k e d q u e s t i o n s

WHAT’S INCLUDED
There are no hidden extras to add to our brochure prices for winter holidays.
The brochure holiday price includes:

As a specialist tour operator, we have compiled an extensive list of regular questions to ensure you make the most of your
holiday and know what to expect. Please see online at gambia.co.uk/faqs but here are answers to some of the most common.

 R
eturn flight between the UK and Banjul
with in-flight catering of a hot meal (may
be buy-on-board May to October).
 L
uggage allowance of: economy flights
to Banjul 20kg, Star Class 30kg, Star
Plus 40kg.
 All taxes.

UK Air Passenger Duty (APD) £78
(£172 in Star Class / Star Plus).
 £
10 Gambian Government tourism
levy.

Banjul Airport Development Fee

(ADF) of €20.
 T

ransportation between the airport
and your accommodation.
 W
elcome drink on arrival
in Banjul.

 A
ccommodation based on two sharing
and meal basis as detailed on your
confirmation invoice.
 T
he services of our resort staff and local
office for guests booking their flights and
hotel through The Gambia Experience.
Please note that our representatives do
not visit any of our Unique Collection
properties, Leo’s Beach Hotel or White
Horse Residence in The Gambia or our
hotels in Senegal, where a 24-hour contact
number is provided.

EXCLUSIVE MEMBERSHIP
5113
AITO sets criteria regarding ownership, finance
and quality which must be satisfied before new companies are admitted to
membership. All members are required to adhere to a Code of Business Practice
which encourages high operational standards and conduct.

FINANCIAL SECURITY

An AITO member is required to arrange financial protection for all holidays and
other arrangements (including accommodation only) booked by customers with the
member under the AITO logo. This financial protection applies to customers who
are resident in the UK at the time of booking and to most overseas customers who
have booked directly with the member. In doing so, the member must comply with
UK government regulations. Members are required to submit details of their financial
protection arrangements to AITO on a regular basis

 A
Gambia guide book with restaurant
discount vouchers.
 Resort map for Gambia holidays.
 Christmas and New Year Gala dinners.

CUSTOMER RELATIONS
All members endeavour to deal swiftly and fairly with any issues their customers
may raise. In the unlikely event that a dispute between an AITO member and
a customer cannot be settled amicably, AITO’s low-cost Independent Dispute
Settlement Service may be called upon by either side to bring the matter to a
speedy and acceptable conclusion.
Serenity Holidays is a member of the Association of Independent Tour Operators.
To contact the Association, visit www.aito.com or call 020 8744 9280.

All members are committed to high standards of service and believe in regular and
thorough training of employees. Members continually seek to review and improve
their holidays. They listen to their customers and always welcome suggestions for
improving standards.

ABTOT cover provides for a refund in the event you have not
yet travelled or repatriation if you are abroad. Please note that
bookings made outside the EU are only protected by ABTOT when
purchased directly with Serenity Holidays Ltd.

MONITORING STANDARDS

AITO endeavours to monitor quality standards regularly. All customers should receive
a post-holiday questionnaire the results of which are scrutinised by the Association.
SUSTAINABLE TOURISM

All members acknowledge the importance of AITO’s Sustainable Tourism guidelines,
which recognise the social, economic and environmental responsibilities of tour operating.

Q. IS IT SAFE?
In The Gambia crime against tourists is low, so venturing outside
the hotels is safe. You’ll experience ‘bumsters’ – locals who try to
make a living selling private excursions, handicrafts and working
as unofficial guides. They can be persistent, although The Gambia
Tourism Board has successfully reduced the number in recent years.
You’ll experience less hassle in Senegal. In both countries, we’d
advise you to exercise caution and not show off valuables, as in any
foreign country.

Q. HOW DO I BOOK EXCURSIONS?
We offer a wide range of fully insured excursions from private 4WD
tours to relaxing boat trips on the river. See gambia.co.uk/excursions
for more information. The easiest way to book is by attending our
welcome meeting, although a couple of excursions such as Ida’s
Home Cooking experience and birdwatching day trips with Malick
Suso can also be booked in the UK to avoid disappointment. Some
of the smaller properties, which our representatives don’t visit, offer
their own excursion programme.

The Association of Bonded Travel Organisers Trust Limited (ABTOT) provides
financial protection under The Package Travel and Linked Travel Arrangements
Regulations 2018 for Serenity Holidays Ltd, and in the event of their insolvency,
protection is provided for the following:

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE & CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENTS

All members do their utmost to ensure that all their brochures and other publications,
print or electronic, clearly and accurately describe the holidays and services offered.

Q. WILL A REPRESENTATIVE VISIT OUR HOTEL?
In The Gambia we have a year-round resort team who hold a
welcome meeting and visit their hotels most days, to help guests
make the most of their holiday. Our reps don’t currently visit a few of
our smaller properties, or those in Senegal as these offer their own
personal service. See page 92 for further details.

Q. CAN I EAT OUTSIDE THE HOTEL?
The Gambia is fortunate to have a wide selection of excellent quality,
good-value restaurants, including Lebanese, Thai, Indian, sushi and
traditional Gambian cuisine. Many are within walking distance of
the hotels but it’s also possible to book a taxi with waiting time for
a special evening out. Our Gambia guide book includes discount
vouchers at many restaurants. In Senegal, you’re more likely to eat
within your hotel.

ABTOT

1. non-flight packages and
2. flight inclusive packages that commence outside of the EU, which
are sold to customers outside of the EU; and
3. accommodation only bookings.

ACCURATE BROCHURES & WEBSITES

Q. WILL I FIND WI-FI IN MY HOTEL?
The majority of hotels do now have Wi-Fi access either in public
areas or rooms. However, please note that the connection can be
very erratic and slow.

 W
elcome meeting (excluding above hotels).

 CAA ATOL protection contribution.

QUALITY CHARTER

Q. WHAT ARE THE BEACHES LIKE?
The Gambia is renowned for its uncrowded, sandy beaches and
there are beautiful, wide stretches of sand in most resorts. Kololi
Beach has now undergone a replenishment project and is much
improved. In Senegal, Casamance offers fabulous, deserted beaches
of white sand, while Saly has calm and clear waters.

In the unlikely event that you require assistance whilst abroad due to our financial
failure, please call our 24/7 helpline on 01702 811 397 and advise you are a
customer of an ABTOT protected travel company.
You can find out more about The Package Travel and Linked Travel Arrangements
Regulations 2018 on our website: gambia.co.uk/abtot
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Our flying programme
to The Gambia

Great service, really good food, clean and comfortable,
flying Titan is the perfect way to enjoy getting to The Gambia.
Chris Packham – BBC Presenter

TITAN AIRWAYS
We believe that your holiday should start when you leave the
UK and the consistently excellent feedback we have received on
our Gatwick flights certainly supports this – with by far the highest
scores of any of our previous carriers. We‘re delighted to once
again be partnering with Titan Airways next winter, who have won
Best Passenger Charter Airline Award on multiple occasions and
who pride themselves on high standards of customer service and
punctuality. The aircraft we use offer comfortable and modern seating
throughout, and an onboard experience that Titan describe as ‘flying
as it used to be’, driven by service not sales.
GAMBIA FLIGHT ONLY TICKETS
For flight-only prices, including one ways, flexible tickets and long
duration flights, please visit gambia.co.uk/flights. Flexible ticket
holders and Star Class passengers will receive an increased luggage
allowance of 30kg (40kg Star Plus).

•	Weekend breaks, 10 & 11 nights and longer duration holidays
available from all airports.

FLYING IN STYLE
Our Star Class offers additional benefits both at the airport
and on board, and is available on all Gatwick Titan Airways
flights operating on its A320* aircraft during winter. Opposite
is a comprehensive summary of what you can expect,
however our reservations team would be happy to provide
further information on this service, or visit our website at
gambia.co.uk/fup.

• Star Class upgrades available from Gatwick (see opposite).

Supplement from £275 return, or from £150 one way.

WINTER 2019/20
• Non-stop daytime flights from Gatwick.
• Monday and Wednesday flights from Manchester.
• Tuesday and Saturday flights from Birmingham.

• Complimentary pre-bookable seats from Gatwick.
• In-flight meals and 20kg luggage included from all airports.
•	Customers visiting southern Senegal will fly in and out of Banjul.
If visiting Saly, we recommend flying into the new airport east
of Dakar. Please contact us for further information.
SUMMER 2020
Non-stop London to Banjul weekly flights
(long duration holidays available).
EXIT SEATS
Exit seats are available as an upgrade on all our flights with prices from
£20 one way.
MORE ONLINE
For up-to-date information on all our flight options, schedules and
supplements, please visit gambia.co.uk/fi or call 01489 866 939.
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STAR PLUS
Seats in the front row of the aircraft enjoy additional legroom.
Extra benefits of Star Plus are 40kg luggage allowance,
champagne on boarding and private airport transfers in resort.
For further details please visit gambia.co.uk/fup.
Star Plus supplement from £375 return, or from £200 one way.

S TA R C L A S S / S TA R P L U S

The Gambia Experience offers the widest choice of year-round flights to The Gambia. We operate from three
different airports during winter with an upgraded flight service from London Gatwick.

• Separate area at front of aircraft with more personal service.
• Pre-bookable seats.
• Dedicated check-in and priority boarding – UK & Banjul.
• Executive lounge at Gatwick and First Class lounge in Banjul.
•	Increased hold luggage allowance of 30kg, plus 10kg hand luggage.

Christmas & New Year additional Star Class / Star Plus
supplements apply to each sector as follows:

•	Modern leather seats that are innovatively designed to convert to
a comfortable 2-2 configuration throughout, giving more personal
comfort and space.

From UK: 17 Dec £50, 20 Dec £80, 24 & 27 Dec £50
From Banjul: 3 Jan £80, 7 Jan £50

• Complimentary bar service (excluding champagne).
• Enhanced meal service.

*Certain dates may operate on a B757 or B767 aircraft which has
a different configuration; further information will be provided at time
of booking.

Contact your local travel agent or call our experts on 01489 866 939 | 95

WINTER 2019-20 PRICES

01489 866 939

Prices are in £s per person on stated board basis and room choice from Gatwick on a Tuesday and include
£78 APD (refunded for children aged 2-15), €20 ADF and £42 of other known taxes and charges.
Flight supplements may apply. All supplements and room upgrades shown are per person per night
(unless otherwise stated) based on twin occupancy.

SUMMER PRICING - CALL 01489 866 939 OR GO ONLINE

GAMBIA.CO.UK

LOCAL TRAVEL AGENTS

1 NOV
10 NOV

11 NOV
24 NOV

25 NOV
10 DEC

11 DEC
17 DEC

18 DEC
24 DEC

25 DEC
31 DEC

1 JAN
5 JAN

6 JAN
19 JAN

20 JAN
12 FEB

13 FEB
17 FEB

18 FEB
1 MAR

2 MAR
29 MAR

30 MAR
15 APR

16 APR
30 APR

BOARD
BASIS

CUISINE CHOICE

AIR-CONDITIONING

SINGLE
ROOM

3RD PERSON
SHARING

CHILD
SHARING
(2-12YRS)

ROOM CHOICE
Suite 10 / The Penthouse
Manor Suite
Atlantic Suite
Macondo Suite
Prices based on Standard Suite
Deluxe Suite
Superior Suite
Club Villa
Beach House
Prices based on Junior Suite

£15
£25
£39
From £45

Ngala Lodge
Pg 38

7
10
14

1260
1504
1795

1283
1519
1810

1224
1460
1728

1149
1759
2253

1762
2151
2524

1798
2043
2295

1387
1670
2013

1399
1657
1994

1432
1738
2018

1521
1738
2032

1415
1675
1976

1331
1572
1863

1363
1594
1878

1199
1396
1675

B&B

Half board £28

Included

From £70

N/A

N/A

Coco Ocean Resort & Spa
Pg 42

7
10
14

1284
1582
1863

1297
1582
1863

1285
1568
1852

1279
1832
2195

1718
2155
2529

1755
2027
2238

1364
1650
1939

1352
1638
1924

1379
1722
1950

1437
1722
1973

1368
1639
1944

1325
1598
1899

1421
1699
1997

1290
1536
1795

B&B

Half board £30

Included

£32

-£25

-£25

White Horse Residence
Pg 44

7
10
14

1062
1249
1416

1078
1264
1435

1069
1232
1404

1045
1394
1718

1447
1701
1899

1495
1638
1794

1121
1325
1487

1115
1306
1476

1142
1393
1499

1237
1393
1535

1139
1312
1490

1108
1284
1459

1120
1260
1397

995
1125
1259

B&B

Half board £19

N/A

From £18

N/A

N/A

Two-bedroom Lodge 4-share
Two-bedroom Lodge 3-share
Prices based on Standard Lodge

Leo’s Beach Hotel
Pg 46

7
10
14

1198
1437
1629

1198
1437
1629

1185
1415
1615

1179
1610
2018

1687
2021
2320

1725
1898
2074

1301
1515
1737

1278
1484
1714

1295
1577
1726

1367
1577
1745

1290
1492
1716

1248
1444
1675

1344
1558
1798

1149
1367
1555

B&B

Half board £23

Included

From £32

-£20

N/A

One-bedroom Suite
From £11
Prices based on Standard Room

Mandina Lodges
Pg 52

3*
7

375
1435

375
1424

349
1397

349
1355

475
1898

475
1923

425
1559

449
1566

475
1587

499
1656

475
1585

399
1499

349
1485

325
1289

Half board

Half board included

N/A

From £95

-£40

-£40
(10+ years only)

Fathala Wildlife Reserve
Pg 56

3*
7

475
1464

475
1464

449
1455

449
1440

525
1728

525
1756

499
1478

499
1484

499
1499

525
1558

499
1489

475
1476

475
1534

449
1399

B&B

Half board payable locally

Included

£49

N/A

-£30

Prices based on Safari Tent

The Kairaba Beach Hotel
Pg 64

7
10
14

1198
1411
1670

1209
1424
1682

1191
1398
1649

1175
1734
2086

1690
2049
2461

1728
1955
2196

1297
1527
1810

1246
1484
1768

1261
1580
1792

1398
1649
1927

1294
1560
1815

1210
1423
1682

1375
1644
1949

1239
1476
1764

B&B

Half board £13

Included

From £42

-£15

-£50

Standard Room
Deluxe
Superior Deluxe
Premium Suite
Prices based on Deluxe Promo Room

African Princess Beach Hotel
Pg 66

7
10
14

1115
1305
1524

1128
1319
1549

1117
1295
1533

999
1570
1968

1597
1891
2309

1698
1768
1954

1175
1365
1597

1168
1354
1589

1185
1417
1603

1247
1417
1628

1180
1362
1596

1158
1334
1570

1229
1428
1668

1116
1272
1499

B&B

Half board £16

Included

From £38

-£12

N/A

Ground Floor Pool Room
Prices based on Standard Room

Sunbeach Hotel
Pg 68

7
10
14

1139
1351
1583

1139
1351
1583

1120
1326
1562

1099
1614
1990

1606
1946
2268

1644
1805
2047

1207
1449
1705

1195
1433
1693

1211
1484
1698

1286
1484
1715

1197
1427
1678

1179
1405
1659

1256
1459
1708

1118
1322
1535

All-inclusive

All-inclusive included

Included

From £39

-£15

-£25

Premium / Family Room
From £10
Prices based on Standard Sea View Room

Kombo Beach Hotel
Pg 70

7
10
14

858
970
1049

870
970
1057

849
961
1043

799
1138
1345

1263
1529
1719

1315
1388
1451

932
1045
1159

920
1029
1145

937
1122
1166

1005
1122
1192

933
1021
1158

904
998
1130

989
1070
1157

799
897
945

B&B

Half board £15

Included

From £12

-£6

-£10

Standard Sea View Room
Superior Room
Premium Room
Suite
Prices based on Standard Room

£4
£9
£13
£18

Senegambia Beach Hotel
Pg 72

7
10
14

870
987
1096

883
998
1105

875
986
1094

849
1248
1452

1281
1580
1781

1318
1405
1489

927
1051
1167

919
1035
1158

938
1118
1177

1017
1118
1195

936
1053
1163

914
1032
1150

1005
1127
1217

895
984
1085

B&B

Half board £12

Included

From £14

-£12

-£12

Superior Room
Studio
Kololi Apartment
Prices based on Standard Room

£12
£14
£36

Ocean Bay Hotel
Pg 74

7
10
14

930
1063
1179

930
1063
1179

925
1049
1168

899
1256
1550

1382
1651
1898

1436
1534
1652

998
1165
1285

969
1107
1237

986
1184
1254

1048
1184
1265

971
1112
1233

962
1096
1225

1041
1194
1294

923
1035
1149

B&B

Half board £18

Included

From £24

-£8

-£14

Deluxe Sea View
Premium Suite
Prices based on Deluxe Room

£6
£14

Bakotu Hotel
Pg 76

7
10
14

834
921
994

834
921
994

823
899
975

799
1003
1156

1087
1240
1353

1105
1174
1218

856
948
1021

845
937
1013

865
1020
1029

948
1020
1067

869
945
1031

848
924
1012

917
1053
1101

829
898
976

B&B

Half board £11

£9

From £24

-£6

-£7

Family Room
Apartment
Prices based on Standard Room

Labranda Coral Beach Hotel
Pg 78

7
10
14

1209
1424
1682

1209
1424
1682

1195
1412
1669

1189
1734
2086

1690
2049
2461

1728
1955
2216

1297
1527
1810

1246
1484
1768

1261
1649
1792

1398
1649
1937

1294
1560
1815

1210
1423
1682

1335
1551
1849

1199
1396
1684

All-inclusive

All-inclusive included

Included

From £43

-£12

-£25

Standard Sea View
£13
Deluxe Sea View
£16
Superior Sea View
£18
Prices based on Standard Promo Room

Bungalow Beach Aparthotel
Pg 80

7
10
14

848
950
1023

848
950
1023

835
933
995

819
1080
1207

1113
1239
1380

1149
1197
1245

879
993
1064

869
978
1053

883
1039
1072

961
1039
1088

874
972
1059

848
954
1024

952
1057
1139

843
934
1022

Self-catering

Half board £11

Payable locally

£16

-£8

-£16

Smaller Single Studio
Sea View Apartment
Deluxe Apartment
Prices based on Standard Apartment

Nil
£5
£16

Sunset Beach Hotel
Pg 81

7
10
14

1137
1331
1553

1137
1331
1553

1118
1306
1532

1099
1552
1819

1486
1766
2048

1524
1685
1887

1157
1349
1585

1145
1333
1573

1161
1384
1580

1242
1384
1595

1143
1327
1568

1129
1316
1545

1226
1419
1658

1121
1312
1525

All-inclusive

All-inclusive included

Included

£23

-£16

-£25

Apartment
Prices based on Standard Room

£13

Lemon Creek Hotel
Pg 82

7
10
14

818
925
974

818
925
974

810
906
959

799
1040
1176

1128
1223
1384

1165
1176
1232

854
953
1019

841
947
1007

860
999
1025

928
999
1043

849
940
1017

842
926
998

927
1043
1071

799
878
925

B&B

Half board £15

£5

£16

-£5

-£8

Superior Room
Standard Sea View Room
Superior Sea View Room
Prices based on Standard Room

£3
£5
£7

African Village Hotel
Pg 83

7
10
14

754
823
859

754
823
859

740
806
845

699
904
1023

963
1077
1190

992
1030
1047

781
854
894

775
849
885

784
898
892

859
898
927

780
851
888

768
828
876

841
934
968

749
811
844

B&B

Half board £10

Payable locally

£8

-£4

-£5

Smaller Single Room
Sea View Room
Prices based on African Room

£3
£7

£12
£24
From £34
£60
-£7
-£3

Jungle Lodge
Floating Lodge
Stilted Lodge
Prices based on Mangrove Lodge

£9
£20
£39

£11
£21
£32
£41

From £8

Nil
£8

* 3 night add-on prices do not include flights but do include transfers. Longer durations also available – please call for prices.
Prices for other Gambia and Senegal properties can be found online.
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HOW TO BOOK
BOOKING CHECKLIST
• Deposit – only £125 per person.
• Make sure you have adequate holiday insurance.
• Seek travel health advice from GP.
• Check your confirmation invoice.
• Pay balance twelve weeks prior to departure.
• Payment by bank transfer, online, debit card
or credit card.
• Complete Additional Passenger Information (API)
online.

CALL THE GAMBIA EXPERIENCE ON

01489 866 939

CALL OR CHAT ONLINE WITH OUR EXPERT TEAM
Our reservations staff will be happy to share their knowledge
of The Gambia and help you plan your holiday. Our office
opening hours are:
9am – 7pm Monday to Friday
9am – 5pm Saturday | 10am – 4pm Sunday
The office may be closed during national and bank holidays.
Calls may be recorded for training purposes.
LOYALTY DISCOUNT
Valued clients who have previously travelled with The Gambia
Experience or sister brands Cape Verde Experience and Goa
Experience in the last three years will qualify for a discount of
£50 per person and a reduced deposit of £95. The discount must
be claimed at time of booking and is available throughout the year
on hotel-inclusive holidays only, booked at the full brochure price
and cannot be used in conjunction with a group discount.
VISIT YOUR LOCAL TRAVEL AGENT
If you obtained this brochure through a travel agent, you will be able to
book with them.
VISIT GAMBIA.CO.UK
You can check availability, prices and book your holiday or flight 24 hours
a day online at gambia.co.uk or gambia.co.uk/flights

The Gambia Experience is operated by Serenity Holidays (Serenity Holidays Ltd). We are
committed to a policy of fair trading and make every effort to ensure that you have an enjoyable
holiday with us. Our terms of trade have been formulated as a result of our responsibilities under
law and in no way affect your statutory rights as a consumer. Please read this carefully and keep it
with you on holiday as it sets out the basis of the contract between you and Serenity Holidays Ltd.
Our registered office address is: Atlantic House, 3600 Parkway, Solent Business Park, Fareham,
Hampshire PO15 7AN, Email: enquiries@serenityholidays.co.uk, Telephone: 01489 866 900
We are a member of ABTA, membership number V5963. We are obliged to maintain a high
standard of service to you by ABTA’s Code of Conduct. We can also offer you an arbitration scheme
for the resolution of disputes arising out of, or in connection with this contract. Further information
on the Code and arbitration can be found at www.abta.com
GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION (GDPR) At Serenity Holidays Ltd, we
are committed to protecting and respecting your privacy. For more information on how your
personal data is collected and stored, please refer to our ‘Privacy Notice’ shown on our website
gambia.co.uk
We sell the following arrangements:
Package Holiday: A “package holiday” is a combination of at least two of the following services
(a) transport, (b) accommodation or (c) other tourist services (not ancillary to any transport or
accommodation and forming a significant part of the arrangements) where booked through us at an
inclusive price.
Accommodation Only: If you book accommodation or flight only through us, we will accept
responsibility for your booking in accordance with the terms set out in the relevant sections below.
As this is a single component, the Package Travel and Linked Travel Arrangements Regulations 2018
do not apply.

We’ve arranged a scheme with specialists Travel &
General Insurance Services Limited, with an option
to purchase a claim excess waiver. They’re fully
authorised and regulated by the FCA (firm reference
number 304788), full details of which can be found
on the FCA website: www.fca.org.uk
Please call Travel & General on 0330 880 3625
for a quote or visit the holiday insurance section
of our website.

Note: Any amendment or cancellation fees you incur in terms of other arrangements you have made
with other providers under separate contracts are not claimable from us.

FINANCIAL SECURITY: The Package Travel and Linked Travel Arrangements Regulations 2018
require us to provide security for the monies that you pay for the package holidays booked and for
your repatriation in the event of our insolvency. For packages that include flights, we hold an Air
Travel Organiser’s Licence issued by the Civil Aviation Authority, 45-59 Kingsway London WC2B
6TE (ATOL no. 1866).

The carrier may occasionally have to change the type of aircraft used on a flight without warning. In
such circumstances where you have booked and paid an additional seat supplement and such seat
cannot be provided, then you will receive only a refund of the supplement paid.

When you buy an ATOL protected air holiday package, or flight only arrangements, you will receive
a confirmation invoice from us (or via your travel agent through which you booked) confirming
your arrangements and your protection under our Air Travel Organiser’s Licence number [1866].
In the unlikely event of our insolvency, the CAA will ensure that you are not stranded abroad and
will arrange to refund any money you have paid to us for an advance booking. If we are unable to
provide the services listed (or a suitable alternative, through an alternative ATOL holder or otherwise)
for reasons of insolvency, the Trustees of the Air Travel Trust may make a payment to (or confer a
benefit on) you under the ATOL scheme. You agree that in return for such a payment or benefit you
assign absolutely to those Trustees any claims which you have or may have arising out of or relating to
the non-provision of the services, including any claim against us, the travel agent (or your credit card
issuer where applicable). You also agree that any such claims may be re-assigned to another body, if
that other body has paid sums you have claimed under the ATOL scheme. For further information
visit the ATOL website at www.atol.org.uk. The price of our air holiday packages includes the ATOL
Protection Contribution (APC) we pay to the CAA. This charge is included in our advertised prices.
The Association of Bonded Travel Organisers Trust Limited (ABTOT) provides financial protection
under the Package Travel and Linked Travel Arrangements Regulations 2018 for Serenity Holidays
Ltd, and in the event of their insolvency, protection is provided for the following:
1. non-flight packages and
2. flight inclusive packages that commence outside of the EU, which are sold to customers outside
of the EU; and
3. accommodation only bookings;
ABTOT cover provides for a refund in the event you have not yet travelled or repatriation if you
are abroad. You can contact ABTOT at: 117 Houndsditch, London, EC3A 7BT. Please note that
bookings made outside the EU are only protected by ABTOT when purchased directly with
Serenity Holidays Ltd.
In the unlikely event that you require assistance whilst abroad due to our financial failure, please
call the 24/7 helpline on 01702 811397 and advise you are a customer of an ABTOT protected
travel company.

1. YOUR HOLIDAY BOOKING When making a booking you must be aged over 18 years and
have the authority to accept and do accept on behalf of your party our terms and conditions. All
correspondence and documents are sent to the party leader who is responsible to us for all payments
in respect of the booking. The contract is made on the terms of the information in this brochure,
the details set out in the confirmation invoice. We agree that the courts of England and Wales have
jurisdiction and English Law applies (unless you live in Scotland or Northern Ireland, in which case you
can bring proceedings in your local court under Scottish or Northern Irish law, as applicable). Our
confirmation invoice is our acceptance of the booking (as detailed therein), and the contract is made
on its issue. We ask you to check the details and any anomaly should be reported to us or your travel
agent immediately otherwise the details shown on the confirmation will be presumed to be correct.
Verbal quotations should not be considered binding until the first invoice confirmation is received. All
holidays and offers published are subject to availability at the time of booking.
2. PAYMENT If you wish to confirm a booking you must pay the deposit of £125 per person. Your
balance will be detailed on your invoice and must be paid in full no later than 12 weeks before your
departure, or your booking may be deemed cancelled and your deposits retained. In the event,
we need to book and pay for your flight at the time of booking, you will be quoted the cost of this
before confirming your holiday and asked to pay for this sector in full, along with your deposit. It is at
this time you will be advised whether the flight cost is non-refundable. If payment for your holiday is
made by a commercial credit card a handling fee, currently 2% will be levied.
3. IF YOU WISH TO CANCEL YOUR BOOKING You will need to let us know as soon as
possible either by telephone or in writing (or must ensure your travel agent does so on your behalf).
Since we incur costs from the time we confirm your booking, the cancellation charges set out
below will apply, calculated from the date on which we receive your notice of cancellation. You will
then receive a cancellation invoice detailing any charges.

No of days before departure

Cancellation charge

More than 84 days
43 - 84 days
29 - 42 days
15 - 28 days
Less than 15 days

Loss of deposit
40%
65%
90%
100%

The charges above apply to your total holiday price excluding any insurance premiums, amendment
charges or charges for goods sold and dispatched. Please note that charges may be higher than
those shown where your travel arrangements have been confirmed to you as “non-refundable”. If
the reason for your cancellation is covered under the terms and conditions of your travel insurance
policy, you may be able to reclaim these charges.
You can cancel your booking without paying cancellation charges if the performance of your
package, or the carriage of passengers to your destination, is significantly affected by unavoidable
and extraordinary circumstances. In such circumstances, we will arrange for your booking to be
terminated and for you to receive a full refund. We will observe advice provided by the UK Foreign
& Commonwealth Office.
If any members of your party cancel, but the others still wish to travel, it may be necessary to
re-calculate the cost per person based on the new party size as the accommodation may now be
under-occupied. This may result in an increased amount per person payable to secure the original
booking.
You can transfer your booking to another person, who satisfies all the conditions that apply to this
booking, by giving us notice in writing at least 7 days before departure. Both you and the new
traveller are responsible for paying all costs we incur in making the transfer.
4. LOCAL INFORMATION We have taken all care to ensure the information we give regarding
local festivals and events is accurate. We ask that should this be important to you, you thoroughly
research your chosen area before booking.
5. CHARGES FOR NON-INCLUSIVE HOTEL ITEMS AND DAMAGES You enter into a separate
contract with the hotel or residence for these items (e.g. parking, bar bills etc.), and agree to pay locally
for any charges for items or services used by your party and not included in your holiday price. The
accommodation we arrange for you can only be used by those people named on your Invoice. You
are not allowed to share the accommodation with anyone else or let others stay there.
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8. IF WE CHANGE YOUR HOLIDAY Although it is unlikely, we may occasionally have to make a
change to your holiday arrangements and we reserve the right to change or cancel your booking.
Most changes are minor, and we will always endeavour to advise you or your travel agent of any
such changes at the earliest possible date.

Package Holiday & Flight Only: A change of airline, aircraft type, overseas airport of destination,
travel timings by 12 hours or less and accommodation of a similar or higher standard in the same
resort or region are classed as minor changes which do not entitle you to cancel or change to
another holiday / flight without paying our normal administration charges, and for which no
compensation or refund is due.

Flight Only arrangements are protected by our ATOL (number 1866) as described above.

Travel insurance is a vital aspect when booking
a holiday, giving you protection against
unforeseen circumstances that could
otherwise spoil your holiday.

7. IF YOU BOOK THROUGH A TRAVEL AGENT We will assume that in dealing with us the agent
is acting on your behalf in respect of any changes or cancellation to your booking. When you buy a
flight-based holiday, all monies you pay to the travel agent are held by him on behalf and for the benefit
of the Trustees of the Air Travel Trust at all times. This is subject to the agent’s obligation to pay it to
us for so long as we do not fail. If we fail, any money held at that time by the agent, or subsequently
accepted from you by him, is and continues to be held on behalf of and for the benefit of the Trustees
of the Air Travel Trust without any obligation to pay that money to us. When you buy a holiday not
including a flight, all monies you pay to the travel agent are held by him on our behalf at all times.

Excursions: Excursions or other tours that you may choose to book with us, or pay for whilst you
are on holiday, are not part of your package holiday provided by us. We act as a booking agent
only for excursions that you book with us either in the UK or in resort. Your contract is with the
provider of the excursions and not ourselves, and therefore we have no liability for the proper
performance of that contract.

You can access The Package Travel and Linked Travel Arrangements Regulations 2018 here:
legislation.gov.uk/

HOLIDAY INSURANCE

6. IF YOU REQUEST A CHANGE TO YOUR BOOKING If, after our confirmation invoice has
been issued, you wish to change your travel arrangements in any way, for example your chosen
departure date or accommodation, we will do our utmost to make these changes, but it may not
always be possible. Any request for changes to be made must be made from the person who made
the booking or your travel agent. You will be asked to pay an administration charge which will be
advised at the time, and any further cost we incur in making this alteration. You should be aware
that these costs could increase the closer to the departure date that changes are made, and you
should contact us as soon as possible. Note: Certain travel arrangements may not be changeable
after a reservation has been made and any alteration request could incur a cancellation charge of up
to 100% of that part of the arrangements.

Occasionally, we have to make a significant change to your travel arrangements or accommodation.
A significant change is a change made before departure, which, on the basis of the information
given to us by you at the time of booking we can reasonably expect will have a major effect on your
holiday. The following changes are examples of major changes: changing travel times by over 12
hours, your UK departure airport (excluding London airports), your holiday region, a change to a
lower standard or type of accommodation or reducing the number of days’ holiday.
If we have to make a significant change or cancel your holiday we will tell you as soon as possible.
Where possible, we will offer the following options: you can either a) accept the changed
arrangements b) purchase another holiday from us at the advertised current selling price or c) cancel
your booking upon which we will refund your monies in full and final settlement.
If you have booked a package holiday, subject to the note below, if you choose to cancel and accept
a refund, we will pay compensation as follows:

No of days before departure

Amount for each full fare paying adult

More than 84 days
43 - 84 days
29 - 42 days
15 - 28 days
Less than 15 days

Nil
£15
£25
£35
£50

Accommodation Only: If we make a change to your accommodation and you don’t want to
accept it, you can take any alternative we are able to offer you (you will pay the increase in cost if
the replacement is advertised at a higher price than your original booking or receive a refund of the
difference if it is less expensive) or a refund of the money you have paid to us. This does not apply
where the change is not material. Examples of non-material changes include, but are not limited to,
temporary withdrawal of facilities or seasonal unavailability of amenities. If we have to cancel your
accommodation, again we may be able to offer you an alternative. If you accept it, you would pay
the difference if it was advertised at a higher price than your original accommodation or receive a
refund of the difference if it was advertised at a lower price. Or we will refund the monies you have
paid us for your accommodation. We will not be responsible to pay any compensation following a
change or a cancellation by us.
Applicable to Package Holiday, Accommodation, Excursion or Flight only bookings
Note: If a change or cancellation occurs because of circumstances beyond our control, for example
war, threat of war, riots, civil disturbances, actual or threatened terrorist activity and its consequences,
industrial disputes, natural or nuclear disasters, fire, health risks, adverse weather conditions, hurricanes,
floods, closure or congestion of airports or ports, epidemic or pandemic illness and all similar situations
we will have no liability to you. No compensation payments, expenses or any other sums, including the
cost of securing alternative accommodation will be paid by us.
9. ABTA We are a member of ABTA, membership number V5963. We are obliged to maintain a
high standard of service to you by ABTA’s Code of Conduct. We can also offer you ABTA’s scheme
for the resolution of disputes which is approved by the Chartered Trading Standards Institute. If
we can’t resolve your complaint, go to www.abta.com to use ABTA’s simple procedure. Further
information on the Code and ABTA’s assistance in resolving disputes can be found on www.abta.
com. You can also access the European Commission Online Dispute (ODR) Resolution platform
at http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/odr/. This ODR platform is a means of notifying us of your
complaint; it will not determine how your complaint should be resolved.
Alternatively, AITO’s Independent Dispute Settlement Service may be called upon by either side
to bring the matter to a speedy and amicable solution, but please be aware this scheme is not
registered by the ADR (Alternative Dispute Resolution).
10. IF YOU HAVE A COMPLAINT In the unlikely event you have cause for complaint during
your holiday, please inform the hotel or site management and our local representative. It is
unreasonable for you to take little or no action and wait until you return to complain, and you must
take reasonable steps to minimise the consequences of the problem. If you fail to follow this simple
procedure we will have been deprived of the opportunity to investigate and rectify your complaint
whilst you were in resort and this may affect your rights under this contract. If a problem cannot be
resolved locally please follow this up in writing to our Customer Relations Department at our UK
office, with any supporting evidence, within 28 days of your return from holiday. Please also see
clause 9 above on ABTA.
11. OUR RESPONSIBILITY
Package Holiday: If the contract, we have with you is not performed or is improperly performed
by us or our suppliers we will pay you appropriate compensation if this has affected the enjoyment
of your travel arrangements. However, we will not be liable where any failure in the performance
of the contract is due to: you; or a third party unconnected with the provision of the travel
arrangements and where the failure is unforeseeable or unavoidable; or unusual and unforeseeable
circumstances beyond our control, the consequences of which could not have been avoided even
if all due care had been exercised; or an event which we or our suppliers, even with all due care,
could not foresee or forestall.
Our liability, except in cases involving death, injury or illness, shall be limited to a maximum of [3]
times the cost of your travel arrangements. Our liability will also be limited in accordance with and/
or in an identical manner to:
(a) The contractual terms of the companies that provide the transportation for your travel
arrangements. These terms are incorporated into this contract; and
(b) Any relevant international convention, for example the Montreal Convention in respect of travel
by air, the Athens Convention in respect of travel by sea, the Berne Convention in respect of travel
by rail and the Paris Convention in respect of the provision of accommodation, which limit the
amount of compensation that you can claim for death, injury, delay to passengers and loss, damage
and delay to luggage. We are to be regarded as having all benefit of any limitation of compensation
contained in these or any conventions.
Upon request from you, we can provide copies of the transport companies’ contractual terms, or
the international conventions.
We do not accept liability for happenings or actions outside our control, e.g. the temporary invasion
of pests, the presence of indigenous animals or insects, government action, industrial disputes,
damage or inconvenience resulting from the weather (e.g. drought conditions) or from acts of God,
or your party’s negligence resulting in loss or accident.
If the contract we have with you is not performed or is improperly performed as a result of failures
attributable to a third party unconnected with the provision of the services, or as a result of failures
due to unusual and unforeseeable circumstances beyond our control, the consequences of which
could not have been avoided even if all due care had been exercised, or an event which we or our
suppliers, even with all due care, could not foresee or forestall, and you suffer an injury or other
material loss, we will offer you such prompt assistance as is reasonable in the circumstances. If you
have taken our recommended insurance cover, you must make an insurance claim in respect of any
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legal fees incurred abroad for that purpose, and if you have taken alternative insurance, you must
do likewise under any Legal Expenses cover provided by it. You must also provide us with the
confirmation from the insurance company of receipt of your notification to them of your claim.
Excursions: Excursions or other tours that you may choose to book, which you pay for whilst you
are on holiday are not part of your package holiday provided by us and your contract will be with the
operator of the excursion or tour and not with us. We are not responsible for the provision of the
excursion or tour nor for anything that happens during the course of its provision by the operator.
Accommodation Only: We have a duty to select the accommodation providers with reasonable
skill and care. We have no liability to you for the actual provision of the accommodation, except
in cases where it is proved that we have breached that duty and damage to you has been caused.
Therefore, providing we have selected the provider with reasonable care and skill, we will have
no liability to you for anything that happens at the accommodation or any acts or omissions of the
provider or others. We also have no liability in the following situations:
i. where the accommodation cannot be provided as booked due to circumstances beyond our
control (see the Note in clause 8)
ii. where you incur any loss or damage that could not have been foreseen at the time of your
booking, based on the information provided by you.
iii. where you incur any loss or damage that relates to any business activity.
iv. where any loss or damage relates to any services which do not form part of our contract with you.
If we are found liable to you on any basis, we limit the amount we have to pay you to a maximum
of three times the cost of your accommodation. This limit does not apply to cases involving death
or injury.
12. YOUR RESPONSIBILITY You undertake to exercise reasonable care in respect of your
holiday accommodation and its contents and to respect local and on-site regulations and to
limit party numbers to those on your confirmation. In the event of substantial damage/abuse
to your holiday accommodation, we reserve the right to ask you to leave and find alternative
accommodation at your own cost. Some of our self-catering properties have a security deposit
against them which you will be required to pay on arrival to cover against any breakages, damage,
losses or extra cleaning. The amount will be notified to you at the time of booking and shown on
your invoice. Should there be no security deposit, or this prove inadequate to fully cover any costs
that arise, we reserve the right to invoice you for immediate payment.
13. PRICES AND SURCHARGES The price of your holiday was calculated using the exchange
rate of £1 = ?1.12 on the 15th January 2019. We reserve the right to change your holiday price
after you’ve booked, only in certain circumstances:
Changes in the price of the carriage of passengers resulting from changes to the cost of fuel or
other power sources, the level of taxes or fees imposed by third parties including tourist taxes,
landing taxes or embarkation or disembarkation fees at ports and airports or exchange rates mean
that the price of your travel arrangements may change after you have booked.
Package Holidays: There will be no charge within 20 days of your departure. We will absorb such
increases up to 2% of your basic holiday price (excluding insurance premiums and any amendment
charges). If the surcharge is greater than 8% of your holiday price you have the option of changing
to another holiday that we offer (if we are able to offer an alternative you will not have to pay
more, but if it is of a lower quality you will be refunded the difference in price) or you have the right
to cancel (within 14 days of receiving surcharge notification), in which case we will refund in full all
monies paid to us except insurance premiums and any amendment charges. Should the price of
your holiday go down due to the changes mentioned above, by more than 2% of your holiday
cost, then any refund due will be paid to you. However, please note that travel arrangements are
not always purchased in local currency and some apparent changes will have no impact on the
price of your holiday due to contractual and other protection in place.
Accommodation Only: We reserve the right to pass on all increases. If we ask you to pay us any
increases in taxes, similarly, if any taxes you have paid to us are reduced or abolished, you will be
entitled to claim a refund. Such right shall not apply in respect of any surcharge paid in respect of
aviation fuel costs.
14. PRICING ERRORS Whilst every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of all the information
and prices provided to you, regrettably errors do occasionally occur. In the event that an incorrect
price has been given in error, any booking made based on this price, will not be valid. You will be
advised of the mistake at the earliest opportunity and you will then have the option either to pay
the correct price for the travel arrangements or to cancel and receive a full refund of any monies
you may already have paid.
15. TRAVEL SERVICES When you travel by air the relevant carrier’s ‘Conditions of Carriage’
will apply to your journey, some of which may limit liability or exclude liability in accordance with
the relevant international conventions. Copies of the conditions are available for inspection at any
ABTA travel agent or from us. Information given by us about such services is for guidance only
and the carriers concerned accept no responsibility for our brochures. It is your responsibility to
report promptly at the check-in times given by the carriers and with the appropriate valid travel
documents (e.g. passports), and we cannot be held responsible for any costs incurred by you if
you fail to do so. Occasionally there are times beyond our control when a flight is delayed. We will
work closely with the airline and our resort office to make sure any delay is as short as possible and
that your overseas transfer and accommodation arrangements are changed if necessary. Our aim is
to minimise the inconvenience of delays as far as possible.
Under EU law (Regulation 261/2004) you have rights in some circumstances to refunds and/or
compensation from your airline in cases of denied boarding, cancellation or delays to flights. Full
details of these rights will be publicised at EU airports and will also be available from airlines. Please
note that reimbursement in such cases is the responsibility of the airline and will not automatically
entitle you to a refund of your holiday cost from us. Your right to a refund and/or compensation
from us is set out in clause 8 ‘if we change your holiday’. If your airline does not comply with these
rules you should complain to the Passengers Advice and Complaints team at the CAA (email:
passengercomplaints@caa.co.uk website www.caa.co.uk).
16. TRAVEL INSURANCE It is a condition of booking that you must have comprehensive travel
insurance and we would recommend that this also makes provision for any damage to your holiday
accommodation and its’ contents. If you require a quote, you may wish to contact travel specialists
Travel & General on 0330 880 3625 or visit their link on the insurance page of our website.
17. SPECIAL REQUESTS If you have a special request with your holiday arrangements you
must discuss this with us at the time of booking. We will always try to meet your requests where
possible but cannot guarantee their provision. Failure on our part to meet such requests cannot be
considered a breach of contract and we are unable to accept any bookings that are conditional on
a special request being fulfilled.
18. MEDICAL CONDITIONS / REDUCED MOBILITY If you have any medical condition or
disability which may affect your holiday (including any which affect the booking process), please tell
us before you confirm your booking so that we can assist you in considering the suitability of the
arrangements and/or making the booking as not all of the properties / hotels we feature will be
deemed suitable. You must also promptly advise us if any medical condition or disability which may
affect your holiday develops after your booking has been confirmed. Failure to do so may limit your
rights under the Package Travel and Linked Travel Arrangements Regulations 2018.
19. SEASONAL FACTORS AND FACILITIES Fewer facilities may be available for you on holiday
at your accommodation or in the local area at the beginning or end of the season due to weather
conditions or lack of support. This includes, but is not limited to, swimming pool opening, restaurant
opening times and beach facilities. This is usually reflected in the lower season pricing and we cannot
be held responsible for their lack of provision. In the case of swimming pools: compliance with any
water conservation regulations imposed in times of drought, damage or malfunction of the mains
water supply. The above are understood to be a result of force majeure and not to reflect on our
failure to deliver an advertised facility. We shall always endeavour, when possible, to advise you of
the withdrawal of any facilities if and when we are given reasonable notice.
20. PASSPORT/VISA It is the responsibility of all customers to ensure they have a valid passport
and to check entry requirements such as passport validity and any required visa. In addition, you
must consult your GP for advice regarding recommended medication and anti-malarial drugs
before you book. For further information on passport and visa requirements, please contact the
Foreign and Commonwealth Office at www.fco.gov.uk
21. HOLIDAY PARTICIPATION Should anyone be refused admission to the flight or to the
destination country by the airline or government authority due to the correct documentation not
being in order then we are powerless to assist and cannot be held responsible. Any passengers
considered being unacceptably under the influence of alcohol or drugs may be denied boarding
to the aircraft or entry into the country. In these circumstances we shall consider the customer as
having given notice of cancellation and be under no liability for any costs or charges incurred as a
result of our doing so.

For our latest terms and conditions, please refer to our website. You will also be sent a
link to these with your electronic invoice.
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Welcome to our World
Independently owned with over 30 years’ experience of arranging perfect holidays, our
knowledgeable team can help you plan the perfect escape to a wide range of destinations.
Discover more by visiting gambia.co.uk
01489 866 939 (reservations) | 01489 866 901 (administration)
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